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A Passion for

•

W

hat are you

to do this great job) are assisted by a

passionate

cadre of lawyers and judges who

again both alums and 11011,alun1s -

about? Being a

donate their time and talents to help

judge moot court, trial advocacy,

Literally dozens of lawyers -

lawyer? The law?Your job?

educate our students. A handful of

mediation, client interviewing and

Sports? Your spouse, children or

lawyers -

other student competitions. Almost

family? A hobby? Your law

teach courses for us as adjunct

all of these competitions occur on

school? ... Wait, did I say your
law school? Yes ... MU Law, your

faculty. These wonderful

nights or weekends, and we usua!Jy

individuals have particular talents

host at least one regional

law school , is an institution

or expertise that we might not

competition for which many local

alwns and non,alwns -

about which many feel real

currently have on the full time law

and not,so,local lawyers do double

passion. And I believe that it is a
school that can and should evoke

faculty. They are incredibly

duty in assisting us. In addition,

generous because we pay little or

trial judges from throughout the

strong feelings from alunmi,

nothing for their services. Most do

state lend their expertise in

friends, students and faculty.

it because they love teaching, or

conducting student trials in the trial

Those of us who have the

MU, or both. Two individuals

practice course; the Missouri Court

opportunity and the good fortune to

deserve particular mention for their

of Appeaki, Western District, hears

educate the future lawyers and

long dedication. Ron Smull, '66,

cases almost every semester at the

leaders of society are blessed. We

started teaching Legal Drafting in

Law School; and members of the

have truly interesting jobs and

the '70s and continues to teach it

Missouri Supreme Court judge the

exposure to bright, inquiring minds

today. Darwin Hirnlman, '61,

final oral arguments in one of our

who help give us a sense, not only

taught Problems in Practice from

appellate advocacy competitions. All

of purpose, but of renewal. Each

the '70s to the mid, '90s, at which

of these wonderful judges, alumni

entering class brings the promise of

point his duties as mayor of

and non-alumni lawyer friends give

new questions, new ideas, and the

Colun1bia forced him to forego the

freely of their time and talents to

awesome chalJenges of educating

course. However, he continues to

help educate our students. Whether

these fledglings into a profession

assist us in admissions by writing to

or not these individuals would

that should evoke passion from all

every law school admittee, touting

characterize it that way, they have a

of us.

the virtues of Colwnbia and this law

passion for MU.

Each year we " professional "
educators (those of us who are paid

SCHOOL

or

LAW
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school. These adjuncts have a
passion for MU.

Each year judges and lawyers
visit MU and make presentations to

of our alumni contribute to

of MU Law. They, too , have a

scholarship funds, faculty

passion for MU.

development programs, the Law

The relationship of a law school

Library, student organizations, the

and its graduates is forever: you are

Clinical Program, Dispute

forever ours and we forever yours.

Resolution activities, and

If we become an even better and

individual student awards and

more well -respected institution ,

prizes. Some make gifts without

you benefit , directly or indirectly,

restriction , allowing the Dean to

financially or emotionally. Here at

meet pressing needs at the School.

MU we rejoice in the success of our

While we recognize these

students and alumni. We try to let

individuals by name each year in

you know, either by letter from the

the fall issue of the TRAN SC RJ PT ,

Dean or faculty members or by

no one gives simply to receive that

publication in the TRAN SC RI PT,

our students about the

recognition. They give because they

about our happiness when you

opportunities in the law. They

care about and support the

succeed. And we appreciate it when

provide information about private

programs at their Law School.

you demonstrate your passion for

law practice fields, judicial

They have a passion for MU.

us, through your calls and letters,

Because we are a state

participation in educating our

institution, the support of the

students, attendance at alul1ll1i

interview and seek out these

Governor and the General

events and your financial support.

positions. Many of these lawyers

Assembly, directly to the

An institution needs passionate
supporters of every ilk, and in these

clerkships, corporate and public
practice, as well as how to

and judges actively recruit MU

University System , and thus

students and hire them as clerks

indirectly to the School of Law, is

times of budgetary stress,

and associates. These individuals

vital. Our law graduates in the

supporters who express passion

have a passion for MU.

executive branch, and particularly

with funds to help the School

in the General Assembly, have been

educate the future leaders of the

Foundation, the Law Ahunni

great supporters. Equally

profession are particularly

Relations Committee and members

important are the non ,alumni

appreciated. In whatever form you

and leaders of other law alumni

friends of the University and the

express your interest in us, know

groups donate time and energy to

Law School in the General

that it is deeply appreciated. Your
passion keeps us going.

Members of the Law School

assist us in the areas of alumni

Assembly. In this time of financial

relations and development. The

crisis at the state level, and

assistance of these individuals is

especially with decreased funding

School has been the focus of my

vital in organizing and conducting

to higher education, it is important

career -

alumni events such as our annual

to recognize that without the

an assistant dean, associate dean,

golf tournament, Law Day and

•support of our alumni legislators

For over 25 years , this Law

first as a student, then as

professor, twice,acting dean , and

regional lunches and dinners. They

and the other friends of MU, the

this year as interim dean. I have

also provide invaluable guidance in

situation could be even worse.

had a long,t,erm passion for MU,

preparing strategies and approaches

These individuals know the

and that will continue in the years

for fundraising, and the Foundation

importance of maintaining a high

ahead. The support that you have

Trustees oversee our endowment

quality educational program that

shown me and the School in the last

funds. They have a passion for MU.
Every year about I2% to I5%

benefits the citizens of the state of

two years is particularly

Missouri. They recognize the value

appreciated.
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Jennifer K.
Robbennolt
recently haJ her

Everythin
Wan ted to
Abou t La

paper "Determining Punitive
Damages: Empirical Insights and
Implications for
Reform" accepted for publication by the

Buffalo Law Review. In the paper, she
reviews the empirical research examining
punitive damages decision making, contends that the most common reforms do
not take the psychology of punitive dam-

(But Were Afraid to

ages decision making into account, and
identifies alternative efforts that would be

by Chris Quthrie,

more responsive to the empirical litera-

Associate Deem and Associate Professor of'L aw

ture.
In February 2002, she presented a
paper as a member of a panel entitled
"ll1e Nebraska Death Penalty Study:
Interpreting and Applying the Empirical
Data for Law and Public Policy." Robbennolt discussed the considerations that arise
in trying to develop empirical research
that is both methodologically rigorous and
relevant to legal or policy issues.
With 2LJulia Walker, Robbennolt
published a column in the October 2001
issue of the American Psychological Association's Monitor on Psychology, "Challenges to Affirmative Action in University
Admissions: ll1e Role of Social Science"
in which they described the role of empirical social science research in informing
decisions about whether diversity in
higher education is a compelling state

T

his is the final part of a threepart series on law professors.

In Part I, I explored how
lawyers apply for faculty positions. In
Part II, I described the characteristics of
those who make the transition to the
legal academy. In this final part, I
explore what law professors actually do
once they join a law faculty. This final
part, in other words, seeks to respond to
the sorts of questions first-year students
often ask, such as "What do you do the
other 34 hours of the work week? " and
" Do you do anything in the swnmer? "
Law professors (like other university
professors) have three primary responsibilities: teaching, research and service.

interest.

The first two are more important than
the latter (e.g. , in making tenure and
promotion decisions, the University of
Missouri weights teaching 45%,
research 45% , and service 10%), but
the latter is a critical and often time,con,
suming part of the job.
The law professor's most fami liar
responsibility is teaching. At most
schools, law professors teach four

4·
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courses or 12 hours per year. That may
not sound like much, and indeed, it
wouldn't be much if teaching meant onl)
showing up for class. In fact, however,
the teaching component of the job
includes preparation, classroom teach,
ing, meeting with students outside of
class ( or communicating with them via
listservs or other such devices), and
grading exams or papers.
Preparing for each class is by far the
most time-consuming endeavor. Begin,
ning teachers typically report spending
roughly I 0, 15 hours preparing for each
hour of class, and even experienced
teachers spend more time on preparation
than one might imagine. Depending on
the course, teachers also spend signifi,
cant one,on,one time with students, par,
ticularly in first semester IL courses,
seminars and skills courses. And grading
is also surprisingly time,consuming.
Writing an exam, developing an answer
key, grading bluebooks, and then con,
structing a curve might take two weeks
per class. Grading papers is equally labor
intensive.

FEATURE

Jean R. Stemlight has spent

the last few

You Ever

months teaching,
serving as a mem•
ber of the law

Know

school dean
search committee
and giving talks around the country. ln
the October 2001 issue of the ABA Jour-

Professors
AskJ

nal, she was quoted and pictured sitting in
front of Hulsron Hall. ln her quote, she
opined on several arbitration decisions

PART 3

recently decided by the Supreme Court.
In October she also gave a lecture at the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas (UNLV)
Boyd School of Law in which she summarized research regarding how other countries resolve employment discrimination
disputes, which she began when she traveled to Ireland and Northern Ireland last
spring. Sternlight also made a presenta-

In addition to teaching, law profes-

must play an important role in institu-

tion to MU's Jefferson Club in Columbia,

sors conduct research and produce legal

tional decision making. Other faculty

entitled "Litigation Does Not Always

scholarship. In the legal academy, schol-

satisfy their service obligations through

Make Sense: An Overview of ADR."

arship takes many forms . The primary

w1iversity-related activities, such as sit•

method of scholarly communication is

ting on important university committees

law professors, Sternlight served on a

the law review. Writing law review arti-

and the like . Still others satisfy their

panel discussing "ADR: Impacts on

cles is a staple of the law professor's job

service obligations through activities

Minority Groups and the Quest for Jus-

and is a critical component of tenure and

with the bench and bar. Finally, many

tice." During that month she also returned

promotion. Additionally, legal scholars

faculty, particularly here at MU, play

to UNLV and served as a commentator at

write treatises, casebooks, teaching

leadership roles in national organiza-

a symposium, "Perspectives on Dispute

materials for students and the like . Law

tions -

Resolution in the 21st Century."

professors often have vigorous debates

Conm1issioners on Uniform State Laws

over what is ( and isn't) scholarship .

and the American Law Institute -

Regardless, law faculty spend a consid-

attempt to develop and implement model

Columbia, she does not have any teaching

erable portion of their time engaged in

or tmiform laws.

responsibilities. She hopes to spend the

the generation and dissemination of

like the National Conference of
that

The law faculty position is an

In January, at the annual meeting of

This spring, Stemlight is on development leave. Although she remains in

bulk of her time examining how dispute

knowledge about law and the legal sys-

extremely privileged one in that it comes

resolution has been handled by other soci-

tem. Most law professors read , research

with significant freedoms . With those

eties, in the past as well as currently. She

and write throughout the school year,

freedoms , however, come significant

will continue to give talks around the

but summer is when faculty tend to con-

responsibilities. On balance , though ,

country on the abuses of arbitration in the

centrate on scholarship.

few lawyers seem as content with their

c5msumer and employment contexts. She

work as those of us lucky enough to

also intends to complete her article exam-

variety of service activities. Many sat•

spend our time teaching, researching

ining how employment discrimination

isfy their service obligations by asstm1-

and serving the profession.

claims are handled in the U.S., G reat

Law professors also engage in a wide

ing leadership roles within the law

Britain, and Australia.

school . Law schools tend to have lean
administrative staffs, so faculty often
SC
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Douglas
E. Abram~
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V
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Edna Nelson Student Awards Banc1uet.

testified before

The J.B. Reynolds Fow1dation created
a new award, the J.B. Reynolds Student

Missouri House
and Senate committees on behalf

Award, which will be awarded to the student with the best grade in insurance law.

of The Missouri

The foundation is the philanthropic

Bar Commission

branch of the Kansas City Life Insurance

on Children and the Law, to urge passage

Company. C. John Malacame, '67, is vice

of "safe abandonment" legislation, which

president and general cotmsel of the company and was responsilJle for our receiving this endowment gift.

would save newborns from frightened parents who would otherwise impulsively
abandon them to likely death. He is a

The St. Louis firm of Senniger, Powers,
Leavitt&. Roedel created three new stu-

member of the commission and helped
draft rhe legislation.
National Public Radio aired Abrams'

by Janie A us burn Harmon,

dent awards co be presented chis spring at
the Edna Nelson Student Awa rds Ban-

Directo r of D eveloj1m e11t

c1uec. The new awards arc for the top stu-

commentary about children's need to continue playing sports and games after the
September 11 terrorist attacks. He and his
philosophies about youth-league coaching
are prominently featured in the new book,

Just Let the Kids Play, written by former

Focus O

T

STUDENTS

he MU School of Law receives
strong support from ahmrni ,

dents each in Copy right Law, Patent Law
and Trademark Law. The firm 's commi tment mirrors the School 's as we build our
e-commerce and intellectual property pro
gram. Within the last two years, Profes-

Bigelow. In October, Abrams spoke about

fri ends and faculty. Recent gifts
have given primary focus to student sup-

joined the faculty to build a four-college

portsmanship and leadership at a Colum-

port , including six new student awards

program called the Center for the Digital

bia Youth Ba ketball League coaches semi-

and a new student scholarship.

G lobe. Professor Smith has been selected

nar.

Two MU School of Law faculty members recently established three new stu-

as executive director of the progra m.

victed of involuntary man laughter for

dent funds. The Michelle Arnopol Cecil

beating another father to death in a dispute over their 10-year-old son 'youth

Award in Tax , created by Gregory A. Cecil
honoring his wife , was such an over-

GIVE BEFORE FISCAL
YEAR--END

hockey scrimmage, the national media
prominently featured Abrams' commen-

whelming success that a second fw1d for
student scholarships, the Cecil Scholar-

yea r. If you wish to be listed in the Fall

tary about the case. He appeared on

ship, is being established. Together the

'02 TRAN CR! PT Honor Roll of

ESPN's Sports Center, Jim Bohannon's

two fnnds have received nearly 23,000 in

nationally syndicated radio program, and
various regional and local rad io and televi-

gifts and pledges.

Donors, please make your gift prior to
June 30, 2002 . You may make a gift by
check written to the Law School Founda-

Boston Celtics basketball player Bob

After a Massa husetts father was con-

Professor Edward H . Hwwald was
honored by Bruce E. Anderson, '75,

sors Patricia Fry and Pam Smith have

Our fiscal year ends on June 30, the
last date for gifts co be cotmted for the

sion programs. His op-ed article about the
case appeared on the editorial page of
everal U.S. and Canad ian newspapers,

Judge Richard E. W ebber, '67, Donald
L. Wolff, '62, and other alwnni who left

including Phiu.u:lelphia Inquirer, Toronto

the fund designation decision to their for-

Star, St. Louis Post-Dispatch and San Diego

mer professor. In traditional Professor

Union-Tribune.

Hnnvald style, he gave me no answers and

property may have important tax implications to cons ider as well. If you have questions, please contact me at 205 Hulscon

asked more questions when I urged him to
share his thoughts on the fund 's use. Pro-

cally at harmonj@missouri.edu, or by

fessor Hnnvald eventually relented and
the fnnd is now officially the Edward H .

calling (573) 882-3052 . If you choose to
make an electronic stock trans fer, be sure

Hwwald Student Prize in Criminal Justice
and will be presented annually at the

to contact me beforeh and so your gift will

6·
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tion, credit card, traditional or electronic
stock transfer, or gifts of real property
such as real estate. Gifts of appreciated

Hall , Columbia , Mo. 65211, or electroni-

be properly credited.

FEATURE

t's
out
our ro ems
It's About What lliu Do With What lliu Have -'-'
- Edward A. Blakey, '95

by Casey Baher, Director of External Relations

F

or most students, law school is
an adjustment and a challenge.
For some, the hurdle is even

greater than the struggles of learning
new material and conducting research.
For 2L Max Lewis and alumnus Edward
A. Blakey, '95, the additional burden
was that of a wheelchair. For 2L Day
Al ,Mohamed, it was navigating the law
building without sight. And for IL
Kelley Swanson, it meant training
herself to study with a learning
disorder.

D ETERMINING SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION
According to former Acting Associate
Dean Jim Devine, II students received

special accommodations during the fall
200 I semester. Services provided by the
Law School included additional time to

of the Disability Services office.
Expenses include auxiliary aids, such as
adjustable tables, interpreters and alter,

take examinations, quiet settings for
examinations, peer note takers and real,
time captioning. To qualify for special
accommodations, the student must con,
tact MU 's Di ability Services office

native formats for textbooks.
Disability Services makes suggestions
for accommodations for the student's
needs, but ultimately the determination
is made by the associate dean of the
School of Law, who knows what the cli,
mate of law school is like. Devine says

every semester to complete appropriate
paperwork and provide documentation
of his specific needs. This office will
determine if there is a disability that
requires special treatment under the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) .
If the student's disability meets estab,
lished criteria, the School of Law is noti,
fi.ed that special arrangements will be
needed for a particular student. The co t
for accommodations is part of the budget

that the decisions are not merely judge,
ment calls. Each case is held up to the
same standard: Would accommodating
this disability cause a fundamental
change to the rules, regulations and prac,
tices of the School of Law? To clarify,
the example he gives is extreme. What if
the school were asked to allow the stu,
dent to participate without receiving

SCIIOOLOI
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Michelle

grades? Because the student's participa-

Amopol Cecil

tion in organizations such as Law
Review are based on rank , allowing a

was recently
appointed co a
three-year term
on the Curriculum and
Research Committee of the Association of American
Law Schools. Her article entitled "Crumbs
For Oliver Twist: Resolving the Conflict

cial accommodations for law students.
The associate dean and the dean arc the

THE SCHOOL OF LAW'S

only two individuals in the school who
have knowledge about the particulars of
a student's special circumstance, the stu -

DISABILITY COMMITTEE

dents. According to Professor Lisa Key,
chair of the school's Disability Commit-

presentation at
the Second Biennial Central
Region Conference on the
Teaching of Legal Research, Analysis and
Writing in December 2001. The conference, "Writing is Thinking in Ink," was
held at DePaul College of Law in Chicago.
Her presentation, "Learning by Grading,"
demonstrated how law students can
improve their writing skills by grading
sample client letters.

tee , the group was formed because the
services offered by the campus Disabil ity Services office were not satisfactory

is an essential part of the process for disabled students. Professors are not noti-

school context .
The discussion of accommodation
raised larger issues for the committee,
beyond determining who requires special arrangements. What qualifications
are necessary to be a law student? If the
standard is for the disabled student to be
" otherwise qualified " to be a law student, what does " otherwise qualified "

L\\\

fied which students in their classes are
disabled and are notified of special
arrangements only when it impacts
teaching. For example, if a student
needed to have lectures taped, the professor would be notified that a tape
recorder was being placed at the front of
the classroom , but would not know
which student it was for. Because they
grade examinations for which the writer

mean in a law school context? When a
student graduates, is the school asserting

is a number and not a name, professors
do not know which writers had extra
time and which did not. They do not

that this person is qualified to be a practicing lawyer? If so, what qualities are

know which students rec1uire extra
exam time and which do not. The school

necessary to be a practicing lawyer? The
committee grappled with these issues as
it organized the school's Disability

ensures that the confidentiality of every
student is protected as much as possibl e.

which the w1iversity requires accommodation . He explained to members the

or

as accommodation for a particular case
and what Disability Services determines

the Law School was asked to make
accommodations for these individuals. In
addition, some of the accommodations
requested didn 't make sense in the law

ing disorders such as Attention Deficit
Disorder, one of the disabilities for

Sc1100L

Disability Committee's role is one of policy-making and would only become
involved in a particular case if there is a
conflict in what the Law School suggests

is the appropriate arrangement.
In the School of Law, confidentiality

In time, MU's Disability Services
office improved and the committee met
with Greg Holliday, a specialist in learn-

TR.ANSCRIPT

dent's identity, and the specific arrangements made to assist that student. The

to the school. Students did not have to
present much evidence of disability, yet

Handbook.

8·

method for determining that a diagnosis
of a learning disorder is the correct one.

practices of the school; therefore, the
request would be denied .

Tax Review in February.

Daily gave a

0 ll

Currently, the associate dean at the
Law School and the Disability Services
office make the determination about spe-

The School of Law has its own body
to set policies related to disabled stu-

Richardson

B

student to participate without grades
would cause a fundamental change to the

Between Tax and Support Claims in
Bankruptcy" was published in the Virginia

Melody A.
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Robert

G.

Bailey, who

chairs a Univer,

BREAKING THROUGH
DISABILITIES TO SEE
EYE--TO--EYE AS FRIENDS
AND PROFESSIONALS

0

sity Institutional
Review Board
Committee,
attended a
National lnstitu,
tional Review Board meeting in Boston ln

n a blistering June clay in
1986, Max Lewis, 2L, was

late November. Also in November, Bailey

working for the highway

and Professor Art Hinshaw conducted a
two-day arbitration training in Liberty,

department in Pettis County, Mo. He
had graduated from Smith,Cotton High

Mo., for the 7th Judicial Circuit in Liberty.

School in Sedalia the year before , then

In addition, they conducted a campus

spent his first year of college at

mediation as part of the Campus Media-

Northeast Missouri State University

tion Program. Bailey was recently

(now Truman State University) in

appointed ro the ABA Section on Legal

Kirksville on a cross country

Education's Committee on Clinical and

scholarship. The highway department

Skills Education and serves as a liaison

job would give him something to do and

with other clinical and skills committees.

some spending money before he

With Professor Tim Heinsz, he attended

returned to Kirksville in the fall.

the Annual Education Program of the

It was so hot on the asphalt that clay.
On his lunch break, Lewis decided to

National Academy of Arbitrators in
L ewis worhing in Washington, D.C.

Tampa, Fla., in late October.

the bridge his crew was working on. He

paralyzed from the neck clown with no

as Chair of the Family Health Center and

went to the edge of the bridge over a spot

use of his arms and was battling pneu,

the Central Missouri Food Bank and con-

that he thought was deep and clove off

monia. Three weeks after the accident,

tinues to serve as Chair for the Boone

the side. It was a 21 foot dive into 2 feet

he was stronger and could breathe with,

County Group Homes and Family Support

of water and Max Lewis broke his neck.

out a respirator. If he had not been in

Board, as well as for the Athletic Depart-

such good shape from running and other

ment's Professional Sports Council Panel
and the Strategic Planning Committee.

Bailey was recently re-elected to serve

swim in Muddy Creek, which ran below

The highway department crew pulled
him out of the water and he was only

sports, he would not have lived. After

sporadically conscious. He would later

enduring ten hours of surgery immecli,

He has also been asked to serve on the

find out that he had broken his second,

ately after the accident, he was told,

Blind Boone Home Historic Preservation

third, fourth, fifth and sixth cervical

"Max, you 'II be paralyzed for the rest of

Committee.

vertebrae. The fifth had severed his

your life."

spinal cord. Lewis was immediately

Following his stay in the Neurosurgi ,

rushed to Bothwell Hospital in Sedalia,

cal Intensive Care Unit, he was sent to

which did not have the facilities or

Howard A. Rusk Rehabilitation Center,

expertise to operate on him, so he was

which at the time was attached to the

taken by helicopter to the University of

hospital. He was there for six and a half

Missouri Hospital.

months, much of the time in traction. To

For a week and a half, the doctors

pass time, he watched television, slept,

didn 't know if he would live. Prior to

thought , visited with friends and "won,

surgery, he weighed I 40 lbs. at 5 ' I I "

clerecl what life would be like" as a para,

and after, clue to medication, he was

lyzed man.
Eight months after the accident,
Lewis, self,clcscribecl as " scared to

nearly twice that size. Hooked to both a
respirator and a feeding tube, he was
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death ," moved into Pac1uin Tower, an
assisted living facility near the MU cam ,

how the law works and what sources it
evolves from ." He has always had an

him more fully to constitutional law, pro,
fessional ethics and labor law. He notes

pus, shortly after his 20th birthday.

appreciation for logic and says that this
gave rise to his interest in the law, how
it's developed and how it's applied

that he met U.S . Secretary of Labor
Elaine Chou nwnerous times, as well as
the solicitor hopeful of the Department

fairly.

of Labor, Eugene Scalia, son of Supreme

Now that he's in law school, he finds
that " faculty and staff have always
helped in making accommodations." He

Court Justice Antonin Scalia.
After being inspired by a class with

Pac1uin was built in the early '70s to
house the elderly, as well as the mentally
and physically disabled. Lewis was the
yow1gest resident of the building and
says that the environment was "depress,
ing " at first glance. He quickly hired a
live, in attendant to help him with day,
to,day functions and contacted the Visit,
ing Nurses Association, an agency which
provided him with additional assis,
tance. In 1988, he ceased having a live,
in assistant and now has help in the
mornings and evenings with getting
dressed and undressed, and getting in

recalls a quotation cited by Professor
Dale Whitman in first,year Property
Law - " lawyers are some of the nicest

Professor Rod Uphoff, he realized his
interest in criminal defense , noting that
he believes strongly in the right to fair
representation under the Constitution .

people that you will ever meet " - and
says that he relives that statement daily

He has a desire to assist people who are
"labeled and dismissed automatically

through the professors, staff and stu ,
dents at the School of Law. The profes,

because of quick and unjust judgment."
He hopes to stay in Columbia and
become a public defender. Outside of

and out of bed. He also has assistance
with lunch , dinner, books and some

sors here, he notes, want all of the
students to be involved and will assist in
whatever way possible. It's one of the

law school, Lewis is a sports fan , loyally
following the St. Louis Rams, the Tru ,

paper work .

things he loves about the school.

man State Bulldogs and of course the

By 1992 , Lewis had graduated from
MU with a bachelor's degree in health
education. In 1994, he received a mas,

MU 's Disability Services and the
School of Law collaborate to make sure

MU Tigers.

ter's degree in health and wellness. After
receiving his master's, he took three
years off of school, choosing to volw1teer
as a patient advisor at University of Mis,

that Lewis has the assistance he needs to
go to law school. The school helps him
find fellow students who are willing to

souri Hospital's Neurosurgical Intensive

share their class notes with him. Disabi) ,
ity Services provides him with a test
taker who writes or types the informa,

Care Unit and as a cotmselor to injured
patients at Rusk Rehabilitation Center.
This was the year he started volw1teer,

tion that Lewis dictates. He has no use of
his hands, wrists or triceps. The only
reason he can move his arms at all is

ing with Adapted at Gymnastics , an
organization that was started by an MU
assistant gymnastics coach to teach gym,
nasties to disabled children. He is now

because he has nominal use of his biceps ,
which allow him to do things like remove
his hat and operate his electric wheel,

the head coach. He also volunteers with
the occupational therapy program
within MU 's Department of Education ,
acting as a mentor for first year students.
After the small break from higher
education, Lewis decided to return by
attending law school. The first hurdle to
attendance was taking the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT), for which
Lewis had a test taker complete the
" bubbles " and biographical information
for him. He was determined to study the
law, calling himself " fascinated with

Io .
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chair. Writing and typing in class are
impossible. He labors at pushing the but,
tons on the inside of the elevator. He
can't remove books from the library
shelves.
Despite the adversity he has faced,
Lewis is undaw1ted in the pursuit of his
goals. Last summer, he worked for the
Department of Labor in Washington ,
D.C., working for the solicitor of labor in
the Department of Legislation and Legal
Counsel. His internship, organized
through MU 's Presidential Task Force
for Persons with Disabilities, exposed

Most people in the School of Law
know Max Lewis. His positive attitude,
quick smile and easy way with people
draw others to him . For him , the most
satisfying thing in his day is when he
sees "people break through the disabil ,
ity and see eye,to,eye as friends and pro,
fessionals. " When people talk to Lewis,
that is what they do - break through
the disability to see him for a friend and
professional .
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Peter N. Davis

published the
annual pocket
parts to his five
chapters in

Waters and Water
Rights (Lexis
Nexis) in
December 2001. They cover recent devel•
opments in the common law of water pol·
lution, Missouri water law summary and
laws of drainage, flooding and wetlands
preservation.
ln winter 2002, Davis is teaching
Copyright Law, Mineral Law, and a new
course, Transportation Law. It expands the
scope of the Railroad Law course he
taught in fall 1998 to include other trans•
portation modes.
He was reelected chair of the City of
Columbia's Railroad Advisory Board in
fall 2001. He has been on the board since
1986 and has served as chair since 1990.
The city operates the 22-mile branch line
from Columbia to Centralia, where it con•
nects with the Norfolk Southem.

Al-Mohamed in her fencing gear with her g uide clog, Kitty.
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BLIND IS WAY DOWN
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Stephen D.
Easton has been

fall while rock climbing. Because she got

invited to speak

up and walked away from the accident ,

to several

she did not think she had done any dam•

national bar

age to her body. A couple of clays later,
she started to have seizures and loss of

groups. He was a

last nine years and is looking

vision . The head injury caused by the

panel entitled "Is

forward to retirement in Jan,

fall had permanently affected her sight .

the Drug War

uary 2003, at which time she will

Now, she can see light, dark and bright

De-Escalating?" at the Association of

become a companion for her employer.

colors, but cannot see the features on a

American Law Schools annual meeting in

During her time with Day Al-Mohamed,

person 's face or the numbers on an office

New Orleans in January. In March, he pre•

2L, she has accumulated a vocabulary of .

doorway.

sented a program on jury sympathy to the

K

itty has worked hard for the

120 words in 3 languages, has walked

Al ,Mohamecl spent three months

member of a

Defense Research Institute's Damages

thousands of miles, stopped at cotmtless

after the accident in rehabilitation,

Conference in Las Vegas. In April, he

crosswalks and paused at too many doors

learning braille. Equipped with the abi] ,

spoke on cross-examination techniques at

to cow1t. Kitty is a seeing-eye dog, a ye],
low labraclor retriever trained specifi,

ity to read without her sight, she

the American Bar Association Section on

enrolled in MU, earning her bachelor's

Litigation annual meeting in Boston.

cally to provide Al-Mohamed with
guidance and safety.
At age 19, Al-Mohamed had a IO-foot

degree in social work in 1998. This
native of Bahrain selected MU because
her father earned his medical degree
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from the university and her mother is a
native of northern Missouri. While an

tions. She can 't read photocopies. When
a professor writes on an overhead , she

undergraduate, she became unhappy
with the social work system and decided

cannot fo llow along. When a professor
writes on a blackboard , then reads wha t

Academy of

that she wanted to be rule maker, a legislator with a law degree.

Estate and Trust
Law, the world's

To further her goal , Al -Mohamed had
an internship with state representative

was written, she cannot make notes fast
enough to catch everything. To meet her
needs, she has fellow students read to

English has been

elected as a Fellow of the International

leading estate planning organization. He
continues to travel throughout the U.S.
presenting CLEs and testifying on the
Uniform Trust Code, a project for which
he served as the Reporter. Within the past
several months he has completed a book,

Fiduciary Accounting and Trust AdminL1tration Guide, which will be published by
AU-ABA. He has also completed three
articles on the Uniform Trust Code-"Uniform Trust Code (2000)", which he
presented in December at a conference at
King's College in London and which will
be published in a volume by Kluwer's
International; "The Uniform Trust Code
and Its Application to Ohio," which will
be published by the Capital University Law
Review; and "Uniform Trust Code (2000):
Significant Provisions and Policy Issues,"
which will be published by the
Missouri Law Review as part of a symposium issue on the Trust Code.

Bill Boucher in Jefferson City during the

I 997 and 1998 sessions. Her primary
responsibilities were researching and
writing legislation. While in Boucher's
office, she says, his " idealism rubbed
off," and she became more excited about
applying this attitude to the law. This
internship led to one in Washington , D.C .
for Oregon senator Ron Wyden, where
she continued to research and also handled some ofWyclen 's correspondence.

L .-\\\

wants to do. When Kitty retires as her
seeing-eye clog, she will rec1uest another
one who can keep up with her active
lifestyle. Next summer, she plans to go to
Beijing, China, to take Introductory Survey of Chinese Law. While she's there ,
ogy industry and its growth as an economic power. Last summer, sh e taught at
a theater camp in Maine, and the sum -

ulatory Commission writing policy, but
she now faces obstacles unrelated to her
blindness. Because of her nationality,

mer before she was at a bicycle camp in
Colorado Springs, trying out for the
Olympics in tandem bicycle racing. To

securing a position of this nature might
be difficult in the wake of the September

stay busy in Columbia , she is a fencing
coach for MU and the city's parks and

II th terrorist disaster. Al -Mohamed
takes this in stride, noting that instead,

recreation department , as well as to a
wheelchair fencer who is ranked 5th in

she might pursue international human
rights protection or biotechnology. No
matter what the field , she finds that she

the cotmtry and anticipates going to the
2004 Olympics in Athens. She also is in a

is most drawn to public service.

barbershop quartet, the Sweet Aclelines
Heart of Missouri Chorus.

For now, Al -Mohamed deals with the
hurdles that are immediate. She cannot
read textbooks or handouts in the tradi-

This busy student says that, despite
her vision limitations, she sees h erself
" first as a law student. Blind is way

tional sense, so these must be provided
for her in digital format. Over the last

down on the list."

" reading it at 3 a .m. ," she can. Her
biggest problems relate to information
access rather than physical accommoda01

Al-Mohamed doesn 't let anything
stop her from doing what she needs or

hopes to expand on her public service
interests . Ideally, she says, she would
obtain a position with the Nuclear Reg-

books in the appropriate format . Having
this, she notes, increases her sense of
independence because if she feels like

S(HOOL

and she takes her exams on a computer
that reads the questions to her.

she hopes to explore Chi na 's biotechnol -

have been instrumental in working with
publishing companies to secure text,

TRANSCRIPT

her or provide their notes, professors
distribute overheads to her prior to class ,

With her law degree, Al -Mohamed

couple of years, professors Melody
Richardson Daily and Christina Wells
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slowly-progressing, peripheral nerve dis,
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his wedding clay

I

DON'T LIVE
WITH LIMITS

E

dward A. Blakey, '95, says he
wouldn't trade places with
anyone. He considers himself
blessed , citing wonderful family, wife,
friends , education, former firm , home
and car. Some people might find his
statement surprising in light of his phys,
ical condition. Blakey has a neuro,mus,
cular condition of unknown origin, a
hereditary condition that limits the use
of his legs and forces him to use a wheel,
chair.
Blakey was diagnosed with the dis,
ease when he was seven or eight years
old. He started to trip and fall repeat,
eclly and his concerned mother took him
to the doctor. Initially, the young boy
was diagnosed with a weakness of the
nerves in his ankle and was given braces
to wear on his legs. As he got older, it
was apparent that the problem was more
serious. He was diagnosed with a

Blakey has always been active. In col,

ease that affects the central nervous sys,

lege he went to parties with friends as

tem, and by age IS , walking was so

part of a busy social schedule. After col,

difficult that he began to use a scooter.
As an undergraduate at MU, he con,

lege, he did things like travel to Washing,

tinned to use the scooter. He graduated

inaugural ball . He says, "I don't live with

ton , D.C. to attend President Bill Clinton's

in 1990 with a degree in political sci,

limits." When this busy member of a large

ence, a major that sparked his interest in

firm suddenly found himself retired, he

the law. Blakey knew that having a law

knew he couldn't sit still for long. Blakey

degree would present many career

now spends his time doing volm1teer work

options -

Blaliey

FEATURE

judge, politician, government

as a board member for organizations like

employee. While in law school, he con,

Advent Enterprises and Services for Incle,

tinned using his scooter. His struggle

pendent Living and acts as a mentor for

with his disease continued, making it

the Youth Mentor Program. In addition,

difficult to write or type. The only
accommodation he received while in law

he acts as a legal resource for friends and
others who cannot afford to pay an attor,

school, Blakey says, was extra time to

ney. This work has taught him that the

take exams. His hands would allow him

" reward is not the gratification, it's the

to keep up with notes in class, but could
not handle the extended periods of writ,

process " that is satisfying to him.

ing that essay exams required. Although

get where he is and he enjoys the challenge

his situation was different from those of

now that he's there , but he could not

his peers, he says that he "wouldn 't

repeat law schooI°again. He does not have

accept that [he] was different than any,

enough energy to hanclle classes and study,

one else."

ing and has a low tolerance for stress. He

After graduating from law school,
Blakey worked for a large firm in St.

Blakey says he enjoyed the struggle to

also finds concentration difficult.
Despite his physical difficulties, Blakey

Louis. At the encl of his second year with

has no resentment. As he puts it, " it's not

the firm, he began to notice problems

about your problems, it's about what you
do with what you have."

with his energy level. He couldn't main,
tain the stamina necessary for his posi,
tion, so he reluctantly retired , making a
choice between career and health .
Retirement , he notes , forced him to con,
front the issue of his disability. He had
always believed that " no one who is dis,
ablecl should try to be any different than
anyone else ," but realized that his dis,
ease was affecting his life and his ability
to work. For a person with his motiva,
tion and drive, the transition from firm
to retirement was a difficult one.
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Patricia

Brumfield Fry
continues to
devote much of
her energy to the
National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws. She has been named
a member of the NCCUSL Scope & Program Committee, which screens proposals
for drafting projects. She continues as
chair of the Standby Committee for the
Uniform Electronic Transactions Act,
which involves working with various legislarures considering enactment ofUETA,
and is a member of the Standby Committee for the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act. Also, she has been
named to the Drafting Committee to
Revise Uniform Commercial Code Article
7 - Documents of Title. She also is a
member of the Permanent Editorial Board
for the Uniform ommercial Code.
In addition to participating in drafting
committee meetings, Fry participated in a
2.5 day open meeting of the UCITA
Stand by Committee and the Review
Committee of the American Bar Association, convened to permit interested parties
to

debate the merits of the acc. She was

invited to present a two-day continuing
legal education program on the Unifo rm
Commercial Code, UETA and UCITA to
the Bar of the Virgin Islands in March and
ro speak on UETA to the annual meeting
of the Recorders Annual Training and
Conference in April. Fry has also been
invited to participate in a fac ulty symposium at the law school at the Un iversity of
Nebraska-Lincoln in April. She is in the
process of preparing a course text for the
course in electronic commerce and an
article on accommodating consumer interests in UETA.

THE HARDEST PART
ABOUT IT IS THE STIGMA

K

ell ey Swanson , IL , always

four hours per night to keep up w it h her

kn ew t hat she had to work

studies, she thrived socially, becoming

harder tha n her cl ass mates in

ac t ive in a sorority and residence life. In

sch ool. In ele mentary and middle
schools, sh e was in spec ial remedi al

For Swanson , deciding what to d o after

At h er small Catholic high school in St.

college was simple. Since she w as te n,
she wanted to attend law sch ool.

L ouis, she received ind ividualized atte n-
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F ulton , Mo., w hich she knew would

Inspired by the classic novel To K ill a
Mockingbird , sh e dressed as Cos by
S how attorney Claire Hux table for he r
elementary school's career clay. When
selecting a law school , she considered St.
Louis U niversity, Drake U niver sity,
Was hington U nive rsity, and Notre
Dame, in addition to MU. She selected

offer he r th e same individualized

t he MU School of L aw based on its good

approach that h er high school did. The

reputation and t h e scholarship pack age
she was offered .

tion and h er ove rall per fo rmance
improved , but sh e still h ad t roubl e foc using, had to study longer t han other students and required extra time to take
examinations.
When selecting a college, Swanson
selected William Woods University in

excell ed , maintaining between a 3.3 and

T RA N SCR IP T

2000, sh e gr aduated w ith a degree in
pre-law and business administrati on .

classes and struggled w ith h er grades.

professors in h er small classes allowed
her extra time on exams and she

14 .

3 .5 g rade point average through out college. Though she studied an average of

O nce in law school, Swanson struggled to keep up. She fo m1d that sh e
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couldn 't take adec1uate notes and during

of the learning disorder, she says , is the

exams, she only had time to answer two,
thirds of the questions. After her second

stigma . Although most people who know
about the diagnosis are helpful, she does

cher has been

semester, her performance sent her to the

not feel comfortable telling others. Even

elected to a visit,

school 's Re,Admissions Committee,

in her family, it is not common know] ,

ing fe llowship by

which examined her case to determine if

the Research

she would be allowed to return to school.

edge. Her mother and grandmother
know, but she has not told her father, a

School of Social

Instead of asking her to leave , the com,

janitor for whom " education is a big

Sciences of the

mittee asked her to repeat certain

deal." Swanson says he is so proud of her

Australian

courses and suggested that she be tested

for being in law school that she cannot

National University. The fe llowship

for learning disorders. She promptly

bear to tell him about her difficulties.

comes with a grant for travel and housing.

David A. Fis,

scheduled the three,hour test with an

There is a certain sense of peace sur,

MU Education and Psychology doctor

rounding Kelley Swanson now that she

who was conducting a research project .

has a name for what she has struggled

2003, conducting research for an article

The evaluation showed that she was aver,

with her whole life. Finding the positive

comparing British Commonwealth and
American tort law.

Fischer will be in residence in Canberra,
Australia, from March through May of

age or above average in categories like

in her situation , she says that having to

I.Q, but performed poorly in the atten,

repeat courses in law school has worked

tion section of the test. She was diag,

to her advantage. She has met a lot more

nosed with Attention Deficit

students as a result and has really con,

Christopher P.

Hyperactivity Disorder, conunonly

nected with the IL class.

Guthrie returned

referred to as ADHD. The diagnosis came

Swanson has no doubt that she will

from his visiting

as little surprise to Swanson, whose

succeed at law school just as she did

father, brother and cousin have Attention

while getting her undergraduate degree.

Vanderbilt Uni,

Deficit Disorder (ADD).
With documentation in hand , Swan ,

Her interests lie in entertainment or
criminal law. She recently interned with

versity co resume
duties as Associ,

son could work with the School of Law

the Missouri Public Defender in post,

ate Dean for Win,

to make sure that her needs were accom,

conviction relief and found that she

ter 2002. Guthrie published "The Lawyer's

modated. In accordance with the
school 's disability policy, Swanson is

really enjoys meeting and helping people.
It fascinates her, she says , to see the

ceptual Map: Impediments

allowed time and a half and a C[uiet loca,

prison-system placement of a person

Mediation and Lawyering" in the Harvard

tion for her examinations. The extra

who wrote a bad check next to someone

time allows her to read the exam ques,

convicted of murder. For chis position,

Negotiation Law Review, "Judging by
Heuristic: Cognitive Illusions in Judicial
Decision Making" (with Rachlinski &
Wistrich) in Judicature, and a reply to
Stanford University Professor Deborah
Hensler's article in the Journal of Dispute
Resolution. Guthrie's article, "Inside the
Judicial Mind" ( with Rachlinski &
Wistrich), received the 2001 CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution Article prize.
Guthrie has recently presented papers at
Vanderbilt, Washington University, and

tions numerous times and she says the

Swanson was pleased that the selection

separate room has " really helped" her

process was more about personality than

concentration. It works to the benefit of

about grades or class rank.

her classmates too. During one exam, her

With an Lmdergraduate theater

fidgeting distracted a fellow student and

minor, Swanson chinks she might be

he had to ask her to stop. Swanson also

well -suited for life as an entertainment

gets notes from her classmates because

lawyer. She is interested in the radio and

she has difficulty focusing in class and

music industries and thinks that her

makes a concerted effort to participate

business degree will be an asset with

in class activities, noting that she needs
" to participate to help with memory."

regard to contracts. She is considering
MU 's dual -degree Master's of Business

Another result of her diagnosis is that

Administration program and would

she is on medication now that she hopes

eventually like to move near her grand ,

will help her focus and make her more

mother in Florida or back to her home

coherent. Even without the medication,

city of St. Louis. This School of Law stu ,

she has c1uickly adapted her study habits
to succeed with ADHD. The worst part

dent has no intention of letting ADHD

facu lty position at

Philosophical Map & The Disputant's Per,
to

Facilitative

the Quinnipiac-Yale Dispute Resolution
Workshop.

hamper her dreams.
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UPHOFF ASSISTS IN
SELECTION OF A
DEFENSE TEAM
Given Uphoff's backgrow1d , it is not
surprising that he was selected to participate in Nichols' defense. The story of his
selection starts with his participation

From the C/4ssroom
to the

with the Oklahoma Indige nt Defense
System (OIDS) Board , which oversees
the delivery of all defense se rvices in
Oklahoma outside of Tulsa and Oklahoma County. He was appointed by Gov.
Frank Keating in 1995 while he was a
professor at the University of Oklahoma

•

1u os e ense

College of Law in Norman. Uphoff was a
logical selection for a variety of reasons
-

he was a ptililic defender for six years
prior to teaching, was actively writing
about the criminal justice system as a
professor, was active in the American Bar

Association's Defense Services Commit,
tee, and was the Vice C ha ir of the Oklahoma Bar Association 's Public Defenders
Committee.
After the Oklahoma City bombing, it
became clear that Oklahoma County
District Attorney Bob Macy was go ing to
launch a state prosecution of Te rry
Nichols and alleged co-conspirator Timo-

A

thy McVeigh inunediately following the
conclusion of their federal prosecutions.
man who is facing 160

The Indige nt Defense System Board

cow1ts of first degree

ex'Pected co be responsible for putting
together a team to represent each de fen ,

murder, plus charges of

arson and felony murder, gets his face and
name on the news. Terry Nichols is one of

dant. As the person who started an
annual se minar called the Criminal

the most recognized people of recent
times, but his attorneys arc not the

Defense Institute with the Chief Public
Defende r of Oklahoma County, Bob

Jolumie Cochrans and Barry Schecks of

Ravitz , as well as a member of the Board
of the Oklahoma Criminal Defens e
Lawye rs Association, Uphoff knew most

O.J. Simpson fame. One of the four
attorneys on his defense team is the MU
School of Law's Elwood L. Thomas

by Casey Ba/,er,
Director of Exlenwl Relations ,
with Rodn ey 'J. U f1l10.ff'

Professor, Rodney J. Uphoff. His
conge nial maimer and easy smile belie the
drive necessary to work on a defense with
more than a million docwnents, in the
ptJJlic eye, involving one of the most
famous defendants of our time.

I6 ,
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of the prominent criminal defense attorneys in the state. Thus, he was asked to
assist the Executive Director of the Indige nt Defense System, James Bednar, in
assembling the defense teams.
Bednar and Uphoff soon discovered
that a number of top criminal defense

FEATURE

Timothy ] .

attorneys had conflicts of interest , while

available so that the defense team cottld

many others lacked the time to devote to

provide an effective defense. In his work

Heinsz serves as

a case of this magnitude. The search was

with the American Bar Association and

Reporter for the

put on hold , however, when it became

as a resttlt of his own research , he knew

Revised Uniform

uncertain if Nichols and McVeigh would

that funding is often a serious problem in

Arbitration Act.

be handed over to state authorities for a

In its first year

state prosecution. Eventually, District

death penalty cases. Judge Murphy and
Bob Ravitz of the Oklahoma Cotmty

after promulga-

Attorney Macy decided not to file

Public Defenders Office , which wottld

tion by the

charges against McYeigh because he had

administer funding for the case, assured

National Conference on Commissioners

already received a federal death sen•

Uphoff that adequate funding would be

on Uniform State Laws, three states -

tence. By the time Macy made the dcci•

available and he accepted the appoint•

Hawaii, Nevada and New Mexico -

sion to proceed against Nichols, Uphoff

ment . The Nichols defense team origi•

adopted the act.

had been given a sabbatical leave to serve

nally included three attorneys -

He recently authored an article enti-

as a Central Eastern European Law lni •

Hermanson, Uphoff and Creekmore Wal ,

tled "The Revised Uniform Arbitration

tiative (CEELI) volunteer in Romania.

lace -

Act: Modernizing, Revising and Clarifying

Because he would be out of the country

with one position to be added.

Uphoff says he has " developed thick

Arbitration Law" (2001 Journal of Dispute

for ten months, Uphoff resigned from

skin " as a criminal defense attorney and

Resolution 1) and the Ohio Bar published

the OIDS Board. At the time Uphoff left

even as he accepted the invitation to

his article entitled "Will Ohio Implement

for Europe, no team had been sel ected ,

become a member of the Nichols defense

the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act" (15

Ohio Lawyer 16 2001). He has submitted a
manuscript to West Publishing for a fifth
edition of Oberer, Hanslowe, Heinsz &
Nolan, Labor Law: Collective Bargaining in
a Free Society.
At the Fall 2001 meeting of the
National Academy of Arbitrators in
Tampa, Fla., Heinsz led a panel discussion
on arbitrator subpoenas.

as it was still not clear that the fed eral

team, he was not overly concerned about

government was planning to turn

his security or that of his fami ly. Uphoff

Nichols over to the state for prosecution.

says no one has bothered him or his fam,

Eventually attorney Brian Herman,

ily, other than a few crank calls and rude

son was appointed by OIDS to represent

remarks.

ichols. In the fall of 1999, when
Uphoff returned to teaching at OU,
Hermanson contacted him to ask about
his willingness to serve on the Nichols
defense team. Uphoff says he was

THE D EFENSE TEAM IS
COMPLETE
Barbara Bergman, a law professor at

"torn " about getting involved. On one

the University of New Mexico , was the

hand, he thought of it as an incredible

fourth attorney added to the Nichols

professional challenge, but he also knew

defense team. In January of 2000 , the

that the time commitment would be

federal government sent Nichols back to

immense. He ultimately concluded that,

Oklahoma , and the case began " in

because he had taught professional

earnest," according to Uphoff. Initially,

responsibility as a law professor for

Uphoff and Be rgman worked on the case

years and had repeatedly encouraged his
students to take on pro bono cases and

part time. Hermanson, a solo practi•
tioner, closed his practice in the fall of

unpopular cases and clients , he could not

1999 to devote his attention to the case

refuse to be involved.
Before accepting the challenge,
Uphoff met with Oklahoma District

fttll time, while Wallace, also a solo prac,
titioner, focused his practice a lmost full
time on Nichols. Due to the enormous

Court Judge Robert Murphy Jr. , who was

amount of material to read and analyze,

assigned to hear the preliminary hearing.

Bergman took a one-year sabbatical from

Judge Murphy 's job included selecting
the lawyers who wottld defend Nichols.

teaching to begin working full time on
the case in the summer of 2000. Uphoff

Before accepting the appointment to the

worked nights and weekends on the case

defense team, Uphoff wanted to be sure

during the academic term and full time

that there would be adequate funding

in the summers of 2000 and 200 I.
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Court . The first motion he heard was

"ALMOST EVERY
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
IMAGINABLE''

one to disqualify District Attorney Macy

all reports had been provided to the
defense. The court adjourned the prclim,

for violating a gag order and for having a
conflict of interest that interfered with
his ability to act as an impartial prosecu,

time to gather all of the missing FBI
records and provide them to the defense .

inary hearing to give the prosecutors

tor. The motion was granted and Macy's

Following months of delay, the FBI com,

didn 't appreciate how massive it would
be, how much work it would involve or

entire office was disc1ualified pursuant
to Oklahoma Rule of Professional Con,

pleted its investigation and provided
what the FBI now contends arc all of the

how many clocwnents would be

duct I. IO . The District Attorney's office

included. Uphoff notes that the federal

appealed to the O l<lahoma Criminal

government spent over $82 million on
the federal case, one the FBI calls the

Court of Appeals, which reaffirmed the

missing reports. Judge Linder ruled tha t
all reports had been provided to the
defense and scheduled another prelimi ,

Until he worked on the case, Uphoff

most massive in history. For Uphoff, it is
" overwhelming, to say the least ," but

disqualification of Macy only, but
allowed participation by other prosecu ,

nary hearing date.

tors in the office. The court found that

County Court Fund cut off continued
funding for the defense team. The

The Nichols case " contains almost

Rule I. IO only applies in disciplinary
matters. The defense protested to the

every criminal procedure issue imagina,

Ol<lahoma Supreme Court, the body

ble," says Uphoff. He and the defense
team have already been involved in seven

which promulgated Rule I.IO, asking
that they assume jurisdiction because

writs to the O l<lahoma appellate courts
- and one to the U.S. Supreme Court -

the Oklahoma Court of Criminal

fascinating.

On July I, 2001 , the Oklahoma

defense filed a writ with the Oklahoma
Supreme Court , complaining of its
inability to provide competent rcpresen,
tation without additional funding. All
proceedings were subsequently stayed
pending the resolution of funding issues

and the case has not yet had a prelimi,

Appeals ' decision essentially nullified
Rule I.IO in criminal cases. The Okla,

nary hearing. One writ involved the
issue of cameras in the courtroom . The

homa Supreme Court , however, declined
to hear this writ .

2002, the court had not ruled .

defense succeeded in barring cameras in
the courtroom, despite the efforts of

Judge Linder scheduled a preliminary
hearing, but before the hearing could be

A BROADER PERSPECTIVE

Court TY. Due to security concerns, the
preliminary hearing is scheduled to be

held , he had to rule on the defendant's

defense has impacted his teaching signi f,
icantly. He brings to the classroom con,

by the Supreme Court. As of March I ,

Uphoff's experience on the

ichols

held in the basement of the jail in a spe,

LaForttme motion. State v. LaFortune is
an Oklahoma case which mandates that

cially,constructed courtroom, a location

the prosecution must provide all law

that the defense team unsuccessfu11y
claimed denies Nichols due process . At

enforcement reports to the defense prior
to the commencement of the preliminary

appreciation of the workings of federal
law enforcement agencies. Practicing in

one point , prosecutors moved to have the

hearing. The defense questioned

preliminary hearing judge disqualified ,
claiming that he was biased against the

whether federal law enforcement offi,

three states has given him the ability to
address significant differences in state
court systems and procedures. His work

state. The judge, Judge Murphy, denied
the state 's motion, but a second judge,
Judge Charles Goodwin, was appointed
to hear the issue. Judge Goodwin found
the state's arguments meritless, except
for the fact that Judge Murphy had had
telephone contact with a civil law firm
that had volw1teered to do legal research
for him. Finding that this created an
appearance of impropriety, Judge Good,
win disqualified Judge Murphy.
A new preliminary hearing magis,
trate, Judge Ray Dean Linder, was then
appointed by the Oklahoma Supre me

I8 ,
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cials had turned over all such reports to
the state and whether the state had in
turn given these to the defense. In the

siderable experience in state court in
two jurisdictions as well as a better

on the Nichols case has forced him to

Nichols case, this issue was complicated

stay abreast of cutting edge issues in
criminal litigation and he enjoys passing

clue to the sheer number of documents

on what he has learned to his students.

and law enforcement agencies involved .
Before Judge Linder heard the LaFor,

In addition , he strives to impress upon

ttme motion , the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) revealed that some
records had never been provided to the
defense in the federal case and as a
result, they had never been provided to

his students how theory and practice
interact . Uphoff's goal is to provide his
students with a broader perspective and
to better prepare them for the practice
ichols isn 't the only per,

of law. Terry

the state or state defense team, despite

son to benefit from Uphoff's expertise
and dedication - his students do as

repeated claims by the state to Judge
Murphy and later to Judge Linder that

well.
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or most people, the first thing that comes to
mind with the word "jock" is not intelligence.
The stereotype is unwavering - athletes are
useful only for their bodies, not their minds. There are
eleven students in the School of Law who refute the
stereotype, excelling both on the field and in the classroom.

by Casey Baker, Director of External Relations

s
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Do what needs to
be done without
the coach
watching ...

B

en Gray, 2L, had a good year his
junior year at Schuyler County

High School in Lancaster, Mo.
He was playing football so well he felt

confident that he would be recruited by
Division I schools like MU. Despite his
expectations, the lineman did not
receive any appealing Division I
scholarship offers, but he did receive
them from smaller schools. He knew he
wanted to play for a winning program
and decided to set the offers aside to be
a walk,on at Trun1an State University in
Kirksville, about 30 minutes from his
family's farm, where he majored in
speech communication with a minor in
agricultural economics. Eventuany he
earned both a full ,tuition scholarship to
the university and a starting position on
the football team .

20
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After his first swnmer in law school ,
Gray put his athleticism to work by tak ,
ing a position with a construction com,
pany. He was laid off after a month and
a half, but quickly fow1d a job working
in the law firm of Seth D. Shumaker,
'89, in Kirksville. Though he enjoyed
the work , he says he "didn 't like being
in the office all the time." The revelation

Gray began thinking about law
school during his third year at Trwnan,
based on his interest in the law and the
career opportw1ities that would be avail,
able with a law degree. During his final
year, he considered it seriously, deciding
to leave his home area for the first time
by moving to Columbia to attend MU.
Although he spent 30 hours per week
during the season training for football
while handling a full course load, he says
he had to learn how to budget his time
and study effectively when he arrived at
the School of Law. His football training
helped him do that, as wen as giving him
perseverance, discipline, confidence in
his abilities and adaptability. It also
developed his self-motivation, what he

led him to examine the career opportuni,
ties he would have after law school. He
has since determined that he is inter,
ested in the Federal Bureau of lnvestiga,
tion or the U.S . Marshalls because field
work will allow him to work outside of
the office setting.
Gray appreciates the leisure time he
has now that his football obligations are
over. He says he " wouldn' t rule out"
coaching, but suffered from burn,out
when he graduated from Truman State
due to injury and an isolated losing sea,
son, and needs a break from playing
football for a few years. Because he was
a multi-sport athlete in high school , h e
would be interested in coaching football ,

cans " doing what needs to be done with,

baseball or basketball at the secondary
level after he pursues a career in law

out the coach watching."

enforcement.
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about working out -

never missing a

and making his goal of playing
for the NFL a reality. Unfortunately he
suffered an injury during training which
would permanently hamper his career as
day -

a football player. Despite his physical
limitation, he went to a camp for the
Hamilton Tigercats, a CFL team in
Ontario, Canada , but did not make the
team due to limitations on the number of
Americans allowed to play for each
team. He returned to Florida in I 997
and began working toward a degree. In
1999, he graduated with a bachelor's
degree in Human Resource Management
and moved home to Houston, where he
taught Special Education in a middle
school while taking the LSAT and

Barracudas, Terror and the School of Law

N

ot many mid-Missouri
residents can say that they

have played football with or
against Peyton Manning, Kevin Carter
and Fred Taylor. But when 2L Craig
Carey played for the University of
Florida's offensive line in the early ' 90s,
he stood on the field with all of them .
Carey started playing football in
Houston, Texas at age 13 , following the
death of his father and a subsequent
"rebellious phase." To establish disci ,
pline in his life, he decided to go to mili,

ties and entered former head coach Steve
Spurrier's first recruiting class there.
Because he had an injury during his
junior year at F lorida, he did not have an
opportunity to be seriously considered
for the National Football League (NFL)
draft. He entered the Canadian Football
League (CFL) in 1995 , playing for the
Birmingham Barracudas in Alabama. At
the end of the season, the team folded
and Carey headed back to Florida to

tary school , choosing Wentworth
Military Academy in Lexington, Mo. , at

continue taking classes. The following
year, he began playing for the Texas Ter,
ror in his hometown of Houston (later
called the Houston Thunderbears), an

the recommendation of a friend 's father.
The experience served him well. When
he graduated in 1990, he was the second

Arena Football League team. After six
games, he was cut.
With no immediate plans to play foot,

highest ranking cadet at Wentworth and
was being recruited for football by the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point

ball professionally, he went back to
Florida , working out to prepare himself
for the NFL in his spare time. During

and the U.S. Nava l Academy, as well as
by MU, the University of Florida,
Florida State University, Kansas State

this time, he was a substitute teacher in
an area elementary school and partici,

University, Rice University and several
Ivy League schools. Carey decided that

pated in an after-school enrichment program for children with disciplinary
problems, coordinating their outdoor

Florida offered him the best opportuni,

activities. Carey says he was diligent

preparing for law school.
When he returned to college in I 997,
he knew he wanted to become an attor,
ney, more than he wanted to play for the
NFL. After his father 's death, his
mother had gone to law school while
raising three children and he knew that
he wanted to follow in her footsteps.
Though his mother, who is in general
practice in Houston, attended the Uni ,
versity of Houston School of Law, Carey
did not consider going there, instead
looking at MU, Florida and Texas. He
selected MU because he knew people at
the school and he liked the atmosphere.
Carey says that playing football pre,
pared him well for law school. The sport
instilled in him a desire , o excel and the
perseverance to do so. It reinforced the
notion that he could " do anything if [he]
gave it his all." He notes that training
and competition have given him mental
toughness, a strong work ethic, disci ,
pline and the ability to face adversity.
Last swnmer, Carey worked at
Thompson Coburn in St. Louis, focusing
primarily on labor law. Next smnmet he
hopes to divide his time between that
firm and a sports management firm in
Houston or Los Angeles . He wants to
learn about all areas of law and then

s (' 11 0 0 L () I L .\ \\ • 2 I
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pursue a career in a large firm , specializ,

worth 's Athletic Hall of Fame in Octo,

ing in labor law and eventually handling
sports,related clients. Though he has

her of 2001.

had many homes in the time football has
been in his life, he plans to stay in Mis,

ing competitively in football, the quali,
ties that he sharpened while playing will

souri. He has put down roots in the
state, including an induction into Went,

stay with him as he pursues a career in
the law.
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Though Carey is no longer participat,

Good coaching and consistent training keep her on track

L

eslie McNamara, 2L, is a
determined woman . To further

her goal of being an agent for
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), she became a professional
kickboxer, which she hopes will enable
her to pass the FBI's strenuous physical
exams. This distance runner also hits the
pavement for 15 miles per week, a far
cry from the 80 miles per week she ran
as an undergraduate, but enough to keep
her fit and strong.
McNamara started running in junior
high because she liked athletics. She
continued through high school as a dis,
tance runner on the varsity team of
Springfield Catholic High School in
Springfield, Mo. Because she wasn't an
excellent runner, she says, she wasn 't
recruited for college, so she decided to
walk,on at Southeast Missouri State
University in Cape Girardeau . Her
freshman year she struggled and was

S C H O O L O F LA W
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nearly released from the team, but with
"good coaching and consistent training,"
she became one of the team 's top dis,
tance runners in her sophomore to senior
years. When she was a junior, her cross
country team distinguished itself by
having the highest grade point average
of any in the nation. While devoting time
to the track and field team , McNamara
pursued a degree in criminal justice
with a minor in accounting, fields that
she thought would help her gain accept,
ance to both law school and the FBI.
For McNamara , law school is the
solid background she will need for a
career in federal law enforcement. She

tation and the accessibility of mentors,
and also on its affordable cost.
In law school, the skills she developed
in track and field training are utilized
daily. She says she has good time manage,
ment and goal,setting skills. At SEMO,
she traveled nearly every weekend as
part of the track and field team, which
impacte her study time significantly. As
a result, she feels like she has more free
time now to devote to law school.

It is no surprise that McNamara
enjoys her criminal law classes at MU or
that she interned for the federal prose,
cutor 's office in Cape Girardeau during
the summer and winter of 2000. With

knows that a legal education will assist

her level of determination , there is no

her by strengthening her analytical
skills and preparing her for the academic
rigors of the FBI Academy. When she

doubt that she will succeed in her goal of

was a senior in college, she decided that
MU School of Law would be the one to
prepare her, based on its excellent repu,

conducting criminal investigations for
the FBI , something she has wanted to do
since high school.
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Teeing Up Family Tradition

I

n Katie Howard 's family, golf is a
shared passion. Her parents, Larry

mic/Athletic Scholarship and the Mis,

and Donna, are avid golfers. One of

souri Valley Scholar Athlete Award . She
estimates that she devoted an average of

her older sisters, Christie, played for
MU and the other, Libby, for the
University of South Carolina. When she

40 hours a week to golf, while pursuing
a degree in psychology with minors in
business and legal studies.

was ten years old, Christie began
teaching her youngest sister the
fw1damentals of the sport, lessons that

During her sophomore year in college,
Howard realized that she wanted to
attend law school . The courses that

carried her through both high school
and college competition.
Howard, 2L, played for Smith-Cotton
High School in Sedalia, Mo., for four

interested her involved logical thinking
and she wanted to have the " extra step"
that an advanced degree would provide

years , where she lettered each year and
was on state championship teams twice.
She was recruited by schools like MU,
but chose to attend Southwest Missouri
State University in Springfield because
she liked the chemistry of the SMS team
and the town itself and because one of
her older sisters lived there. While in
college , she won the SMS Invitational
Tournament and for three years held
both the Bill Stewart Memorial Acade,

when entering the job market. While in
law school, her athletic training has
been beneficial. She says she has good
time management skills as a result of bal,
ancing golf with academics as an under,
graduate student. She also notes that
participating in a sport enhanced her
sense of dedication to an objective and
developed her skills at " getting a long
with people."
After she completes law school,

She says she is " still trying to get a feel "
for what she wants to do, but knows
that her interests lie in criminal law and
that she would prefer to be with a small
firm . To prepare for life after school , she
acts as the secretary for the Missouri
Association of Trial Attorneys and , when
classes are in session , clerks at Ford, Par,
shall and Baker, a Columbia law firm
which specializes in insurance defense
cases. Next smnmer, she hopes to be an
intern at the Attorney General 's office in
Jefferson City.
Howard stays in practice by playing
in the Missouri State Amateur tourna,
ment, sponsored by the Missouri
Women 's Golf Association, during the
summers and playing recreationally year,
round. Although she no longer competes,
she knows that her golf training has
been a valuable asset to her as a law stu ,
dent and will continue to assist her as
she enters the legal profession .

Howard hopes to return to Springfield.
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n high school, Ryan Fry, 3L, was a
pitcher and short stop for the

*

·a,

.,,,

of each year since his freshman year of
college playing baseball, he was burned
out. Still, baseball was " tough to give

recruited by numerous colleges for his
abilities on the field and in the
classroom. By the time he graduated, he
decided that he would play baseball for

up." To stay in touch with the sport, he
was the Tigers ' color conunentator on
KWWC 90.5 FM for two years follow ,

MU, a school where he would have more
people in his dormitory c1uadrangle than

Fry 's only choice for a law school was
MU. He liked MU and he liked Colum,

he did in his hometown.

bia and he wanted to stay. Once he
started classes, he realized that his ath,
letic background had trained him well
for the study of the law. He can handle

attended and wrestled for the univer,
sity. At first he was a pitcher and an
infielder, then a blood clot in his shoul,

ing his career with the Indians.

stress well. He explains, "A property
final is less stressful than being at the

~

Fry estimates that he spent 35-40 hours
a week in training, practices and games,

also given him good time management
skills and a strong work ethic.

though this child of two teachers says he
was a student first, then an athlete.

Baseball was going to provide him
with a direction in life as well. Initially,
he wanted to be a sports agent. His
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When he arrived at MU, he intended to
major in physical therapy, making a logi ,
cal link between his love of sport and his
future profession. After an anatomy class
failed to pique his interest, he changed
his major to history with a minor in
political science. By this time, he knew
he was interested in law school and
thought that history would give him a
strong foundation in writing and critical
thinking skills.
But law school wasn 't the immediate
path for Fry. Following graduation from
MU in 1998, he was drafted to play for
the Spokane Indians, a minor league
organization of the Kansas City Royals.
He spent one summer playing for the
Indians - making $850 a month, spend,
ing IO hours a day on the field, enduring
13, hour bus rides to games - and then

II O O L O I L /\ W
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three years. After some soul searching,

i
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examined where he wanted to be in

Big XII tournament in front of I3 ,000
screaming Oklahoma fans." Baseball has

0
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der dictated that he move to the outfield.
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From the Spokane
Indians to the
School of Law

N

ter than his future after three more years
of baseball. After spending ten months

because his older brother Shaon
:c

E

was an all,state pitcher during his
sophomore, junior and senior years, and
was named Male Athlete of the Year by

He chose MU because he liked the
coaching staff and Columbia and

<

D

he decided that he liked where three
years of law school would take him bet,

senior year. This valedictorian was

~

u

Panthers of Oak Grove, a town of
about 5 ,000 in Western Missouri. He

the Kansas City Sports Commission

-~

T

agent, he notes, was great, but then he
started seeing others who were not as
ethical, and he decided that it was not
for him. After graduation in May, he
plans to join the Blue Springs, Mo. , firm
of Cochran , Oswald, McDonald , Roam

,

and Moore in general practice. He
clerked for the firm last summer and says
that he felt comfortable with this small
organization. Eventually he hopes to
practice education law to assist teachers
like his parents.
Though Fry has left baseball behind
as a career, he still enjoys the sport.
Occasionally he goes to the batting cages
or to a game. When asked if he has any
plans to coach, he says that if he does, it
will be much later in life, after he has
established his law career.
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or the past five years, Nikki

cally by exercising his memory in learning

Hininger and Aaron Locke, I Ls,

the details of karate. Because karate

have met regularly with animal

requires the anticipation of future moves,

science Professor Jeff Firman and fellow

he says he has learned to think and plan

students. They are not participating in

ahead . It has also given him discipline and

research or taking an extra course, they

a sense of doing more than is required. He

are members of the Sho, Rei,Shobukan

says that he now knows " what is needed

Karate Cluh, an organization that

to learn to get better."

promotes the Go Ju Ryu style of karate.
The two joined the duh for the same
reason -

and

friends encouraged them to

For Hininger, the Asian philosophy of
nurturing the body, mind and spirit have
led to a confidence she didn't have before

attend a practice, and they enjoyed it so

karate. She has learned through the sport

much, they kept coming back. For

to keep things in perspective. Karate and
law school, she says, are " humhling"

Hininger, this was her first exposure to
the sport. Locke has been participating in
martial arts since he was I I years old,
when he connected with a friend of his

School of Law Black Belts
Train Mind and Body

FEATURE

because she makes mistakes in both and
has learned to get back up and try again .
Both students have been interested in

mother who owned a martial arts school.

law school since they were y0tmg.

Both are black belts, though to differing

Hininger says she has known since she

degrees. Hininger, a first degree black

was twelve that she wanted to become a

belt , says that she is the first female black

lawyer because she has always enjoyed

belt in several years because fewer

helping people or what she calls "being an

women continue to move toward higher
levels of achievement in the duh. Locke,

advocate for people who don't necessarily
have the same education " as she does.

on the other hand, is also a first degree

While at Truman High School in Indepen,

black belt in Go Ju Ryu like Hininger, as

dence, Mo., she started working at Kapke

well as being a third degree in Tang Soo

and Willerth, the firm of Joe F. Willerth,

Do style. He has participated on the
national level in the sport.

'73. She worked there while completing

In addition to providing physical fit,
ness, karate provides a social outlet for

her interdisciplinary studies degree at
MU and continues her employment dur,
ing breaks from the law school. After

these students. Members of the duh rou,

graduation, Hininger hopes to work for a

tinely take part in athletic activities

small firm in Kansas City, possihly as cor,

together, such as basketball games or rw1,

porate cow1sel or in international law.

ning. They also learn exceptional selfdefense skills and make presentations of
these skills to students in MU dormito,

Locke's father is an attorney who
encouraged his son's interest in the law
through his time at Lee's Summit High

ries. Both Hininger and

School in Lee's Sununit, Mo. , and while

Locke feel an obligation to

he worked toward political science and

share their knowledge of

psychology degrees at MU. Locke says he

the sport with others, both

appreciates the structure of law for its

by giving self-defense
demonstrations and by plan,

clear rules and enjoys the study of human

ning to teach karate in the
future.

degree, he hopes to practice family law in

Locke says that his
martial arts training pre,

nature. Following completion of his law
a small firm in Missouri.
Both Hininger and Locke intend to
continue practicing karate, applying the

pared him for law school by

principles they have learned to their law

training his mind, specifi,

careers as they have to law school.
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here is a
misconception
that all

of her sports-oriented family. During her
final year at UMR , she was the only sen,
ior on the team, leading a group of fresh ,
man and sophomore women as they
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school and the practice of law.
As a sixth grade student,
Gronewoller was an attorney in a mock
trial sponsored by the local judge. By

students at the

matured in the game.

University of Missouri ,
Rolla are engineering

Gronewoller calls basketball both " a
job [she] loved" which enabled her to

high school, she had a feeling that she
might want to attend law school and
attending the Law Camp weekend at

majors. Debra

pay for her undergraduate education,

Washburn University in Topeka solidi,

Gronewoller, 3L, has

and a sorority of lifelong friends .

fied her desire . For a summer, she

heard it before and no

Though she is not using it to put herself
through law school, the sport is still very

clerked for a Beloit attorney and took
advantage of her school's course offer,

much a part of her life. She helps coach

ings by learning about business law and
participating in mock trials.

doubt she will hear it
again . Her major at
UMR was history, one
she selected despite her
aptitude in both math and science
because she wanted to strengthen her
research , reading and writing skills in
preparation for law school . While
pursuing her history degree,
Gronewoller played basketball for the
Lady Miners.
She has played basketball competi,
tively since fifth grade. During high
school in Beloit, a small town in north
central Kansas, she was captain of the
girls' basketball team, a Wendy's High
School Heisman Regional Award Winner

her younger sister's Mid America Youth
Basketball team . In Columbia, she par,
ticipates on a city league team, " Gan,
grene," that plays at the local armory
and with the School of Law Sharks, an
intramural team.
Her experience in basketball contin,
ues to assist her. She says that basketball
has been a great way to make contacts
and friends . It has also assisted her in
feeling comfortable with public speak,
ing because, as an athlete, she gave inter,
views on radio and made appearances. " I
am not afraid to be the center of some,
thing," she explains . Because of her posi,

and a high school state champion in the
triple jump. After graduation, she
decided to attend Cloud County Commu,

tion as an athlete, she says that she has
learned to be a strong leader, to act as a

nity College in nearby Concordia, Kan. ,
where she played for two years. Linda
Roberts, head coach of the UMR

abilities. The spirit of an athlete is com,
petitive and this spirit has served

women's basketball team, saw her play in
a tournament and recruited her. It was
an easy sell for Gronewoller - a chance

role model and to be confident about her

Gronewoller well in law school. She says
that " law is very competitive in nature"

to expand her horizons beyond central

and that law firms seem to be the same.
Although she does not approach her law
education with competition in mind , she

Kansas and the oppornmity to create her
own athletic identity, separate from that

does feel that this aspect of her athletic
training has prepared her well for law

Last summer, Gronewoller worked at
Shook , Hardy & Bacon in Kansas City.
Her goal at the start of her employment
was to try ten projects in different areas.
Eventually her exploration took her to
pharmaceutical and medical device liti,
gation, where she did three or four proj,
ects. She enjoyed the work and the
people in the area. Female attorneys
acted as mentors to her and seeing them
"doing it all " with the support of the
firm encouraged her that Shook , Hardy
& Bacon was a good place for her. After
graduation in May 2002 , this athlete
intends to join the firm and specialize in
pharmaceutical and medical device liti,
gation. Though she knows she has a lot
of medical terminology to learn, she is
confident she will reach her goal becoming a partner in a large firm in
seven years.

School of Law: Competition Off the Court
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cussion related to technological issues.
During his senior year of college,
Vacca decided to continue his study of
the law by attending law school. He
researched numerous law schools and
eventually had a discussion with his
great,uncle, Paul Schramm, '58, who
" put things into perspective" for him
with respect to the law school selection
process. Based on his conversations with
Schramm and the reasonable cost of the
School of Law, he chose MU.
Once at MU, he immediately applied
the skills he had learned as a competitive
swimmer. Used to spending 25,30 hours
a week for swim practices and condi,
tioning alone, Vacca quickly adapted to
dedicating 60 hours a week for law
school classes and activities. Swimming,
he says , made him " learn to schedule
time" and required that he become more
regimented in his approach to duties. As

Murder Leads to Law School

a result of his experience, he knows not
to restrict his goals and to recognize the
value of teamwork. Most important to

R

yan Vacca was only eight years
old when he was diagnosed
with diabetes. The doctor of

this IL from St. Louis recommended
swimming as an aid in controlling his
diabetes by contributing to his overall
fitness . At age ten , he began club
swimming and started building a
relationship with a coach who would
help him succeed in swimming
throughout his youth.
By the time he was sixteen , he was
captain of the national swim team of the
Parkway Swim Club . H e competed with
the club through his junior year of high
school , but decided to join the Parkway
North High School swim team for his
final year of school. While at Parkway
North, he was captain of the team and
was ranked as high as fifth in the state.
After high school, he decided to swim
competitively in college. He knew he
wanted to leave home and he wanted a
strong academic institution , so he
selected Amherst College in Massachu ,

setts, a Division III school with approxi,

him are the leadership skills he acquired

mately I ,600 students. While at

and what he learned about himself and

Amherst , he swam competitively for

his approach to success.
Now that he's in law school, Vacca

four years, motivated, he says, by the
social aspect of being on the team.
When he started college, he intended

has retired from competitive swimming
and has no plans to return to the sport.

to major in computer science. When he

He says he promised himself that he

couldn 't get into one particular course,

would " stop when it ceased being ftm ,"
and he believes that he timed his retire,

an advisor suggested he enroll in a popu,
lar Amherst class called " Murder," which

ment from swimming well. As a result,

explores all facets of the act, including

he has more time to devote to the law. He

issues of law, psychology, sociology and
philosophy. Vacca quickly realized that

says he wants to explore all areas of the
law because he has " an interest in every,

he was so interested in the course and

thing," but thinks that his computer

exploring the issues discussed there, he

background lends itself naturally to

was reading and researching for himself
in his spare time. This interest in the law

intellectual property law.
In the meantime, Vacca is making the

led him to double major in computer sci,

adjustment of resuming life in the Mid,

ence and law, jurisprudence and social

west. As an undergraduate in New Eng,

thought, as well as inspired him to spend

land, h~ found that he liked the

his junior year at the University of Glas,
o-ow School of Law in Scotland. It also
I:,

fast,paced lifestyle . Perhaps he will find

encouraged him to start " Deep

specialty not available in New England
- toasted ravioli.

Thought," an organization at Amherst

time to scour Columbia for a St. Louis

which strove to engage students in dis,
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River City Renegades, an Indoor Profes,
sional Football League team in St. Lou.is.
He was able to play his familiar position,
quarterback, and fom1d arena football
"entertaining and fun. " During the sec,
ond game of tl1e 2001 season, he suffered a
shoulder injury from which he is "still not

full strength." Getting hurt, he says,
made him "ready to close the chapter" of
football and when he was called by the
Baltimore Ravens at the beginning of the

2001 NFL season, he told tl1em no.
By tliat point, Jones knew he wanted to
go to law school. As a collegiate National
Scholar Athlete, Jones had funds to use for
post-graduate study within three years of
completion of his bachelor's degree in
Communications. To determine his field of
study, he looked at what degree would

Tiger Quarterback in the Law Classroom

help him no matter what he wanted to do.
He decided that law would do that.

T

he name Corby Jones is well,

for the Alouettes, a Canadian Football

known throughout athletic

League (CPL) team.
Jones played there for a year and a half

levels, he says he would be lying if he said

was quarterback for the Hickman High

to fine-tune his skills as a quarterback,

he had ever had to work as hard as he has

School Kewpies in Columbia from I 993 to

hoping to later return to the U.S. and play
in the NFL in that position. Unfortu,

in law school. His studies are so different

1995 and then became a Missouri Tiger.
Playing under former head football coach

nately, he was a backup player for Tracy

applying one to the other, though he notes

Larry Smith, Jones led the Tigers to an

Ham of Georgia Southern University and

that sports gave hin1 an idea of how to

appearance in the Holiday Bowl in I 997

Anthony Calvillo of Utah State Univer,

identify what to work on.

and a victory in the Insight.com Bowl in
I 998. At the end of his eligibility for

sity, a position which provided little
opportunity for him to showcase his abili,

will ucilize his legal education. " There

football, he was cited as " an outstanding

ties. At the end of tl1e pre-season in 2000,

athlete" and "a very productive player"

he was released by the Alouettes and he

are so many different avenues," he says,
" it's hard to narrow it down to one at this

with "great intangibles [and] leadership"

returned to Colwnbia.

point."

circles in Missouri. This IL

Altl10ugh Jones has competed at the
Division I college and professional football

from athletics that he has a hard time

At chis point, Jones isn 'c sure how he

urrently he is interested in crim,

It wasn't long before the Baltimore

inal law and thinks he would make a good

CNNSI.com, in its National Football

Ravens contacted Jones to play for the

litigator, prepared by football in terms of

League (NFL) Draft '99 Center.

team as a free safety. He agreed and

public speaking and teamwork, and by his

played for three pre-season games in that
position . For the last pre-season game and

mother in terms of what he calls, with a

on the regular season's practice roster, he

He has also considered merging his

by a Sports Illustrated-affiliated Website,

Since he was playing in middle school,
coaches tried to get Jones to switch from
the quarterback position to running back .

mischievous grin, "verbal interaction."

He resisted, saying he " wanted to do it

was moved to tailback. When starting

legal education and football connections

[his] way and not just settle." When the

tailbacks Priest Hohnes and Jamal Lewis

by working as a sports agent or in enter,

NFL draft occurred on April 19, 1999, he

were injured, Jones realized that he didn't

tainment law, positions in which he feels

know the position and felt he wasn't phys,

like he would be a "good closer" who

back, but he declined. He had no interest

ically prepared to play it. The Ravens
released him after the first week of the

would be an advocate for people he
believes in. No matter what area oflaw

in changing positions, so instead of going
to the NFL, he went to Montreal to play

season.
After the release, Jones played for the

he chooses, Jones hopes to stay near his
"verbal interaction " coach, his mother.

had the opportunity play for the New York
Giants or the Arizona Cardinals as tail,
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sity in Evanston, Ill. , based on its " ath,

date for state representative eventually

letic/acaclemic combination " and his

led to a position he continues to hold.

relationship with its wrestling coach.

Two clays a week , he travels to Jefferson
City to serve as an assistant to state Sen,

While at Northwestern, he garnered
numerous awards -

including Big Ten

Freshman of the Year, Academic All,Big
Ten and Big Ten Medal of Honor -

and

boasted achievements like earning three
All-American honors, leading the North,

H

ator John Loudon of the Seventh Dis,
trict. He uses his law school background
to assist in writing legislation for the
senator.
Though some might be content with

western team with his overall record

devoting 60 hours a week to law school

and, at one point, being ranked number
one in the United States. In I 997, he

and working part-time for a senator,
Schatzman is not. He still loves

ip toss, weight class and

placed second in the Pan,American

wrestling. At least twice a week , he acts

grapple aren't words you

Games in Puerto Rico , fifth in the

as an assistant coach for MU's wrestling

would expect to hear when

NCAA Tournament and second in the

program, which is currently ranked

talking to a typical law school student ,

Big Ten Tournament. In the same year,

ninth in the nation. Of his h ectic sched,

but Scott Schatzman is not typical. This

he traveled to Israel to participate in the

ule, he says that " finding time is a bur,

first,year student at the School of Law

Maccabi Games with the U .S. team,

den , but I love to [coach wrestling]. It's a

is a championship wrestler.

where he placed first in both the

release." He hopes that his work with

freestyle and Greco-Roman categories.

MU will allow him to stay in touch with

Schatzman 's background reads like

Since graduation from Northwestern

the wrestling community, and at some

with a degree in communication studies

point, coach his own children, passing

Chesterfield, Mo., Schatzman went

and a minor in religion, his life hasn't

on his love and knowledge of the sport.

undefeated with a record of 149,0 and

slowed. After his 2000 graduation , he

was a four,time state champion. He was

elected to work for a year before clecicl,

recruited by several colleges, including
MU, and selected Northwestern Univer,

ing to enter law school. His position as

contributes to his ski lls and habits in law

an assistant for the campaign of a cancli,

school. He says that wrestling gives him

that of an Olympic athlete. While at
Parkway Central High School in

Though wrestling might seem unre,
lated to the law, his athletic training

discipline, composure, a method of set,
ting and achieving goals, and a sense of
" doing what needs to be clone. " He calls
law school " wrestling on an academic

Law School: Wrestling on an Academic Level

level -

if you get beaten clown, you get

back up." When college injuries made
continuing in competitive wrestling
unlikely, Schatzman decided to major in
what he liked and then go to law school.
He calls wrestling his " vehicle of trans,
portation," but not his life .
Schatzman 's plans include enrolling
in the dual degree MBA program at MU
while he's in law school and using " the
skills and knowledge from law school "
in whatever path he chooses. While
Schatzn~an doesn't know exactly what
he wants to do with his law degree, one
thing is certain - he knows he will
apply the same discipline to his chosen
career as he did to wrestling.
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Nancy L. Shelledy, '8 3, with Ken D ean and Deanna
Apperson Burns, '83 (r ight)

Citation of M erit
Judge Lawrence G. Crahan, '77

Judge L. F. Cottey Aw ard
Jamie J. Lee

Citation of M erit
Nancy L. Shelledy, '83

Blackwell Sanders Pep er
Martin Distinguished Faculty
, Achievement Award
Robert H. Jerry II

Distinguished R ecent graduate Award
David M. Israelite, '94
Distinguished Non,Alumnus
Congressman Kenny C. Hulshof
Order of the Coif Honorary Initiate
Gustav J. Lehr, '59

Judge Law rence Q. Crahan , ' 77, w ith
Judge Ann K. Covington, ' 7 7, and Ken
D ean

30 .
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'The Order of Barristers
Honorary Initiate
Gary A. Tatlow, '64

Loyd E. Roberts Memorial Prize in
the Administration of Justice
Timothy J. Heinsz
Shook, Hardy & Bacon PC.
Excellence in R esearch Aw ard
Jean R. Sternlight

Professor Robert H . Jerry II with Ken D eem

Congressman Kenny C. Huish of (left) with
Kevin'].']. Crane, '87 and Ken Dean

Student Jamie J. L ee with Ken Dean

Aaron Israelite, brother of David lvf. Isra elite,
' 94, accepts th e award from Ken D ean on behalf·
of his brother.

Qary A. 'fatlow, '64, with Judge Qene Hamilton,
'6 7 (left), and Ken D ean

Qi1sta v J. L ehr, '59, with Ken Dean
and Robert W. 1'1aupin, '59 (center)
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Int erim D ea n K en D ea n w ith fellow Class of ' 76 al11m11i. (L-R) Charles E. "Shelch " Re11dle11 ,
De1111is E. A1c/11tosh, Richard A. Barry a11d Stet•e11 P. Ku e11zel

Dewiel Zucl,er, ' 71 , w ith

u•ife Charlolle

M embers of the Class of '8 1 (L -R) Stej1hen H. Sn ead, Ke,•in C. R oberts,
Hamra; and St eph e11 N. Limbc111gh Sr., '5 1

32 ·
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'Jea11 Paul Bradshaw I I , Do11ald L. C11f1ps and 'Ja chie S11ead, wife of
Stephen Sn ead

NEWS

2002

Roger 'T. H!lrwitz, '51 ; William H. Abram, '41 , w ith wife
Irlene; and Charles D. Ferm, '51 with wife Dorothy, 011 a
campus tol/r.

M embers of th e Class of '41:
William A. W ear

J.

Mar vi11 Motl ey , Charles

.7- 1vfcM lllli11 , William

H . Abram and

M embers of the Class of '5 J ; Charles B. Kais er, L eland C. Bussell, Charles D.
Ferm , Robert L. Stemnwns, D011a l D. 9,,jjey a11d Roger 'T. Hllnvitz
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Absolute Power:

Limbaugh Pens Book About Justice Department

began writing, only to have his deadline
moved up by two months by the pub,
lisher. He made the accelerated deaclline
with a clay to spare and spent one month
in the final editing process, making
changes up to the time the book went to
print. Following a one month time frame
for distribution of the book to retail out,

by Casey Baker, Director of External
Relations

lets, he started the intensive process of
publicizing the book, starting in New

S

ince graduating from the School
of Law in 1978, David S. Lim,

baugh has created an impressive

resume -

attorney with the family firm

of Limbaugh, Russell, Payne and Howard
in Cape Girardeau, Mo.; nationally syndi,
cated cohmrnist with Creators Syndicate;
political commentator; and the most
recent addition, author of Absolute

Power: The Legacy of Corntption in the
Clinton-Reno 'Justice Department.
Absolute Power, his first book, has
secured his place in the world of political
conm1entary with its detailed look at the
"consummate corruption" of the Clinton,
Reno Justice Department. The book made
The New York Times bestseller list for ten
weeks, peaking at number two.
A year before he started the book, he
knew it was something he wanted to do.
At the time, he didn't know what the
topic would be, even after talks with his
publisher, Regnery Publishing, Inc. A con,
versation with a friend led to the idea of
writing a book about the Justice Depart,
ment during the Clinton-Reno years,
which he says seemed "down [his] alley as
a syndicated political colunmist." The
topic fit both areas of his professional
interest -

writing about politics and

practicing law -

and appealed to his

interest in the Constitution. His goal was
not to " trash" Clinton, but to chronicle
the abuse in the justice department for
historical purposes, so there would be a
body of evidence on the subject. The book,
he says, is limited to the scandals involving
the justice department during the Clinton
administration and transcends Clinton
and Reno. According to Limbaugh,

34 ,
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Absolute Power demonstrates his "respect
and reverence for the rule oflaw."
At MU, Limbaugh says he had " out,
standing professors" and received a
" great legal education," which he utilized
in writing a book about the justice
department. The education allowed him
to understand the nuances of the law and
articulate the legal and constitutional
issues that appear in every chapter of the
book, from search and seizure issues
explored in the Waco and Elian Gonzalez
chapters to the Independent Counsel Act,
analyzed in the Campaign Finance Scan,
clal chapters. Noting that he subscribes to
the view that "a legal education, espe,
cially from MU, imparts an incredible
amount oflegal knowledge," Limbaugh
says he rejects the cliched notion that
lawyers learn little law in law school and
acquire it mostly in on,the,job training.
Applying research and writing tech,
niques that he has honed since his days at
the School of Law, he spent several
months gathering information for
Absolute Power. After spending a month
and a half researching the subject, he

York on such programs as Hannity and
Calmes and Fox and Friends.
Limbaugh fow1cl book promotion and
marketing to be nearly as time-consuming
as research and writing. During the pub,
licity process, he estimates that he partic,
ipated in approximately 300 radio
interviews, most of which he did from his
home or office in Cape Girardeau, and
appeared on 20, 25 television programs,
either by appearing live in the television
studio, sometimes in New York or Wash,
ington D.C., or by appearing via satellite
from St. Louis. He also gave speeches,
including one at the Nixon Presidential
Library in Yorba Linda, Calif. There was
a period of two months in which he had
" wall,to-wall, clay,ancl,night interviews
in nearly every state." As he promoted the
book, sales increased and he had a "good
lesson in business and marketing."
The busy schedule must suit him. Lim,
baugh is currently in talks with Regnery
Publishing about writing another book.
Though he has no specific topic in mind,
he kno s that will involve politics, but
perhaps not his love of the law and the
Constitution. In the meantime, he
continues to practice law in Cape
Girardeau, focusing primarily on
entertainment law.
Editor 's Note: David S. Limbaugh is a third,
generation g raduate of the ;\1 U S chool of Law.
H e is the son of Rush H. Limbaugh Jr. , '41 , and
the grandson of Rush H . Limbaugh, '16 , who
was the oldest f1ra cticing attorn ey in ;\1issouri at
tl,e time of Iris death in 1996.

A student asked the Justice, " Why

SSupreme Court Justice
Speaks at School of Law
by Suzanne Modlin Flanegin, '81, Development Officer

didn 't the framers [of the Constitution]
include a prohibition on the use of leg,
islative history? " " Why would it occur
to them? " he responded -

noting that

the use oflegislative history to discern
statutory meaning was not favored at the
time of the Constitution 's enactment.
During the course of his comments,
Justice Scalia inveighed against making

F

or most folks, particularly law

wit and, according to Dean Dean , " play,

what he views as " local " crimes " fed ,

students and lawyers, having

ing a mean piano," the justice is perhaps

era!" through an expanded interpreta,

the chance to see a United

the most colorful and controversial mem,

tion of the Commerce Clause. "ls local

States Supreme Court Justice is akin to

her of the Court.

crime a national problem? Of course it's

seeing the President of the United
States - it 's an historic event. And so I

Justice Scalia is an originalist. He
believes that the Constitution means

crime ." Commenting on a federal loan

eagerly joined a capacity crowd at
Hulston Hall on November 14, 2001,

what it meant at the time it was enacted.

sharking law, he said " It's a local matter

This, he says, means paying attention to

-

a national problem , but it's still local

you break local knees."
The Justice was asked about racial or

when Justice Antonin Scalia addressed a

the text of the Constitution and " not

group of law students, faculty and staff

making it up." He rejects the idea that

ethnic profiling as a law enforcement

prior to a speaking engagement on

its meaning evolves to meet the needs of

tool in the wake of the September I I th

campus.
In his introductory remarks, Interim

a changing society. In a theme running

terrorists attacks. Acknowledging that

throughout his remarks, he stated a law

this was a difficult question, he stated

Dean Ken Dean outlined the justice's

should not be declared unconstitutional

that it wasn't always easy to " winnow

varied and distinguished career -

simply because it is a bad idea . In many
instances, he said, bad law passes consti,

pri,

vate practice with a law firm in Cleve,

out justifiable law enforcement." And he
noted that originalists were not always
in the law and order camp. As an exam,

land, Ohio ; general counsel during the

tutional muster, but should be repealed

Nixon administration; and assistant

or amended by Congress.

pie, he stated that he was troubled by

attorney general with the Department of

some of the stop and frisk cases. " I can 't

Justice during the Ford administration.

The justice's remarks also reflected
his dim view of the use of legislative his,

Justice Scalia also served as a professor

tory to discern the meaning of a statute.

Hamilton," he said.

oflaw at the University ofVirginia and

He observed that many Washington

imagine someone doing that to Alexander
Finally, a member of the audience

the University of Chicago. In l 982 he

lawyers view their job as "writing" leg,

asked some intriguing 11011,legal c1ues,

was appointed to the Circuit Court for

islative history. Jokingly, he added,

tions. (It 's not that I hadn 't thought of

the District of Columbia. He became an

" Why do you think you're going to find

these questions, I just didn't have the

associate justice of the U. S. Supreme

[the meaning of a statute] on the floor [of

gwnption to ask them of a United States

Court in 1986. Noted for his intellect ,

Congress]? Have you ever been to the
floor of Congress? There's

Supreme Court Justice.) " Do you have a
favorite television show?" " What do you

no one there ." Although he
acknowledged the impor,

do for fun? "

tance of researching leg,

The answers? The justice stated that
he reads so many briefs that he occasion,

islative history in order to

ally enjoys watching TV -

properly represent clients,

NYPD Blue. He also likes to get out into

the justice stated that he
routinely ignores argu,

and fishing. Can you see the justice join,

ments that analyze legisla,

ing some Missourians on a fishing expe,

especially

the " rei:\cl America" to do some hunting

tive history to determine

dition to a rocky-bottomed Ozark

statutory intent.

stream? Grandkids would hear about

Justic e S calia with.

that trip ad nausewn with the President .

just like fishing
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WiUiamH.
Henning was

selected for
membership in
the American
Law Institute in
May 2001. In

Congressman Blunt Gives December

Commencement Address

August 200 I, he
resigned as a Missouri Commissioner ro
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and accepted
an appointment as the Executive Director
of that organization. His duties include
inter alia selecting and supervising the
staff of the conference and the reporters
for drafting projects undenaken by the
conference, maintaining liaison with federal and state governments and the American Bar Association, attending all
drafting committee meetings, and chairing
the Permanent Editorial Board for the
Uniform Commercial Code.
In October 2001, Henning spoke at
the 35th Annual Uniform Commercial
Code Institute held in Washington, D.C.,
and in November spoke in New York City
at an ALI-ABA Continuing Legal Education program entitled "The Emerged and
Emerging New Uniform Commercia l
Code." In January 2002, he de livered an
address in Oklahoma City at a program
entitled "The Uniform Law Process:
Lessons for a New Millennium," and his
remarks will appear in a symposium edition of the Oklahoma City University Law
Review.
In 2001, Henning and Professor Henry
Gabriel of Loyola (New Orleans) School
of Law assumed responsibility for the semiannual updates to R. Duesenberg and L.
King, Sales and Bulk Transfers (Vols. 3 and
3A of Matthew-Bender's Uniform Commercial Code Service). They collaborated
closely for several years on the Drafting
Committee to Revise UCC Articles 2 and
2A, where Henning served as chair and
Gabriel served as reporter.
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Co11gress111a11 Blu11l sj1eahs at D ecember
cont111e1icemenl

C

Professor Christina Wells hoods graduate
Cecilia You11g

ongressman Roy Bhmt (R-Mo.) spoke to the family and friends of December
graduates on December 15 , 2001 in the courtroom. The father of Amy, '98,

and graduating student Andrew, began his remarks by focusing on the new
,
century. He said that, in light of all the changes that occurred in the last 100 yea rs , it
is impossible to predict how many changes will take place in the coming century. For
instance, he noted that when he was president of Southwest Baptist University, there
were only 50 Websites in the world; now there are more than 50 million . He said that
the 20th century was the American Century not because of our economic or military
prowess but because of our strong ideals , based on faith, family and freedom. The
rule of law has allowed these ideals and society to function and thwart the forces of
radical regimentation, according to Blunt. Citing that the pillar of our society is the
belief that everyone is equal under the law, he charged the graduates with being
guardians of the law.
Congressman Blunt is currently serving in his third term in Congress after being
elected with 74.9 % of the vote against four opponents. He has developed a
reputation as a champion for balanced budgets and responsible spending. Prior to his
service in Congress, he was president of Southwest Baptist University in Bolivar,
Mo., Missouri Secretary of State, Cotmty Clerk and Chief Election Official.
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LLM

PROGRAM

Robert M.

Lawless spent a

TEACHING POSITIONS
AND INTERNATIONAL
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
INTERNSHIP
Two LLM program participants
have accepted teaching positions .
Paula Young, a current LLM student,
has accepted an offer to teach at
Appalachian Law School starting in Fall
2002. Mary Ellen Reimund , LLM '00 , is
an assistant professor of law and justice
at Central Washington University and is
director of CWU's Law and Justice Program. Also, Pablo Ipina, a current student from Bolivia, has accepted an
internship at the International Chamber

tors and Mediation Program Administra-

week during Jan-

tors," 2001 Journal of Dispute Resolu-

uary 2002 as the

tion 253 and " The Road from Volnntary
Mediation to Mandatory Good Faith
Requirements: A Road Best Leh: Untrav,
eled," l 7 Journal of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 69 (2001) .
The latter paper received Honorable
Mention in the 2001 James Boskey Dispute Resolution Essay Competition sponsored by the American Bar Association
Section of Dispute Resolution.
The Missouri Administrative Hearing
Commission, for which Daniel R. Jordan, JD '85, LLM '01, is legal connsel,
started a pilot ADR program based on a
paper that he wrote for an LLM course.
He is mediating cases in the program.

Southeast Bank-

of Commerce 's International Court of

ruptcy Institute
Visiting Professor
of Law at Georgia
State University. He participated in
classes, consulted with faculty and presented a work-in-progress. While in
Atlanta, he also presented a paper to the
law faculty at Emory University. In addition, Lawless presented a paper and visited
classes at the University of Utah as a
Rolapp Scholar.
Lawless has been asked to serve a
three-year term on the ed itorial board for
the American Bankruptcy Law Journal, a
leading bankruptcy journal published by
the National Conference of Bankruptcy

PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATION

Judges. For the Association of American

The Center for the Study of Dispute

Lawless wi ll serve as chair of a new committee on outreach to the bench and bar.

Several students and alumni have pub,

Resolution and the LLM Program publish a weekly electronic newsletter that

lished articles recently, including:

features information about programs,

Arbitration in Paris.

PUBLICATIONS AND
PROJECTS

S. Art Hinshaw, JD '93, LLM '00,

Law School's Debtor-Creditor Section,

upcoming conferences, job and fellow-

Dale A.

"The Challenge of Institutionalizing

ship annotmcements and

Whitman

appeared in New

Alternative Dispute Resolution : Attor-

dispute resolution resources. The

ney Perspectives on the Effects of Rule

archive of past issues is available at

York on a pro-

17 on Civil Litigation in Missouri," Mis-

www.law.missouri.edu/llmdr/news.htm.

gram on Com-

souri Law Review (forthcoming 2002,
with Bobbi McAdoo).

To receive the newsletter, please contact
Karen Neylon, LLM Program

mercial Real
Estate, sponsored

Director, at (573) 882-2020 or

by the Practicing

J. Brad Reich, LLM '01, "A Call for
Intellectual Honesty: A Response to the
Uniform Mediation Act's Privilege

neylonk@ missouri.edu.

Against Disclosure ," 2001 Journal of
Dispute Resolution l 97.
Janet M. Thompson, JD '84, LLM
candidate '02, "Election Observers as
Mediators : Who and What is an Intermediary? A Lesson for Mediation Theorists," Fordham Urban Law Journal
(forthcoming 2002).
Alexandria C. Zylstra, JD '97, LLM
'01, " Mediation and Domestic Violence:
A Practical Screening Method for Media-

sor the Brown Bag Lunch series and

annual meeting of the European Law Fac-

enhance its Website , with additions of a

ulties Association, held in Riga, Latvia.

The LLM Program continues to spon,

Law institute, in February 2002. During
the same month, he participated in the

" frequently asked questions " section,
careers page and profiles of students and
alumni. Check out the site at
www. law. missouri .edu/llmdr.
The LLM Admissions Committee is
reviewing applications for next year. The
committee has received applications from
four Fulbright Scholars, from Chile,
Peru , Singapore and Sweden.
SCHOOL or LAW
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FAMILY VIOLENCE CLINIC
STUDENTS PRESENT TO
COURT OF APPEALS

she " answered knowledgeably." After
the morning 's oral arguments were com,
plete, the panel graciously consented to

VISIT BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
tantAttorney General, Department of

Beck supervised

Matthew

PHILIP MORRIS FUNDS
FAMILY VIOLENCE
PROGRAM FELLOW

Justice Office of Justice Programs, vis,

Dameron , 3L,

The Philip Morris Corporate Contribu ,

tice grant fw1ds the interdisciplinary

in responding to

tions Program funds clinical teaching fel ,

teaching of law students by psychologist

lows to work for one year in the Family

Nancy Bumby and Mary Beck, clinic

itecl the MU campus during the fall of
200 I and toured the Family Violence
Clinic suite. A U.S. Department of Jus,

adoption of

Violence Program. Julie Lewis com,

director, in both the Family Violence

C.J.G. in the
Missouri West,

pleted her fellowship in December 200 I,

Seminar and Clinic.

ern District Court of Appeals. Martin
and Dameron analyzed procedural

and Megan E. Phillips, '96, began her
fellowship in January 2002. Prior to the
fellowship, Phillips was an associate in

requirements, drafted motions, and

the corporate department of Bryan Cave

wrote the response brief with the assis,

in St. Louis. She previously spent two

tance of Beck and Philip Morris Family

years in France working for the Paris
office of the New York firm Couclert

Violence Teaching Fellow Megan E.

Phillips, '96. Clinic students for Winter
2002, as well as a Stephens College
undergraduate intern, assisted with
research, preparing charts and develop,
ing an appellate notebook for the oral
argument.
The case involves the adoption of a
child in the custody of the Division of
Family Services. The biological mother
consented to the adoption and the appel,
!ant is a man named as a possible father.
The case turns on traditional grounds of
abandonment and application of the
putative father registry. Application of
the putative father registry is a case of
first impression in Missouri.
Former Supreme Court Judge Ann K.
Covington, '77, currently a partner with
Bryan Cave in St. Louis , helped the stu,
dents prepare for oral argument. In
Kansas City, Beck introduced Rule I3 to
certify Martin to the Western District
before Martin presented a 10,minute
oral argument. The panel of three judges
- Robert Ulrich, Patricia A. Brecken,
ridge, '78, and Lisa Hardwick - asked
questions of Martin, which Beck says
Of

L

Professor Mary

an appeal in the

SCHOOL

C

Tracy Henke, Principal Deputy Assis,

3L, and
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sit for a photo with the students.

Tonnie Martin ,
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Brothers and teaching American tort law
to French law students. During law
school , Phillips was a student in the
Family Violence Clinic and President of
the Women 's Law Association. She cur,
rently serves on the executive board of

EDUCATING TO END
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Bumby, Beck, Phillips, and 2L Kristen
Dickinson attended the Fifth Regional
Law School Conference entitled "Edu,
eating to Encl Domestic Violence " in
Durham , North Carolina, in February
2002. The goal of the conference was to
advance integration of domestic violence
education into law school curricula and
communities.

the Women Lawyers' Association of
Greater St. Louis where her responsibil ,
ities include charity event planning and
oversight of the legislative conunittee
and student mentorship program.

WORKING WITH THE
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Family Violence Clinic responded to
a request from the MU School of Medi,
cine's Derartment of Obstetric Oncol ,

PUBLIC SAFETY FUNDS
GRANT FOR DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

ogy to assist indigent terminally ill
women in making custodial plans for
their children. Two 3L clinic students,
Sharon Powell and Jared Ryan , repre,

The Missouri Department of Public
Safety awarded a grant to the Family
Violence Program to fund expenses for
Rule I3 certified students to represent
indigent victims of domestic violence in
22 Missouri counties. Beck supervises
the students and the grant fw1ds costs of
litigation, travel and long distance tele,
phone charges .

sented such a woman in making plans for
her teenage daughter. About twenty
states have enacted stand,by guardian,
ships for parents such as this. Missouri
defeated a bill on the subject during the
last legislative session. Beck and a fac,
ul ty member from the School of Medi,
cine, Kerry Rodabaugh, and a social
worker for MU 's Department of Social
Services, Marlys Peck , presented "Cus,
tody Planning with Families Affected by

p
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Richard C.

Reuben recently

traveled to
Puerto Rico to
give a keynote
address to the
first Altemative
Dispute Resolution
Congress, which was organized by an
interdisciplinary commission designated
by the Puerto Rico Bar Association with
the sponsorship of the Judicial Branch.
The Congress includes more than 450 delegates from Argentina, Brazil, Canada,
Chile, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Mex•
ico, Panama, Puerto Rico, Spain and the
United States. Reuben's talk was entitled
"Conflict and Resolution in an Age of
Terrorism" and used the September 11
(L,R) Professor A1ary Af_. Bech; Administrative Assistant 1\1onique R. Prince; JL Qeojfrey W Jolly;

attacks as a basis to discuss the nature of

Princij1al Deputy Assistant Attorney general for the Office of Justice Programs, Tracy H enhe; MU
Psychiatry Professor Nancy A. Bumby; Professor Kandice K. Johnson

confl ict and responses to conflict, the
importance and legitimacy of settlement
in particular, and the lessons the participating countries may draw from the U.S.

Cancer" at the National Abandoned

the 2001 issue of the Academic Journal

experience in institutionalizing dispute

Infants Assistance Resource Center's

of the American Academy of AdojJtion
Attorneys. Ashley E. Ratcliff, '00, pub,
lish ed " Domestic Violence and Media,
tion: A Supplement to an Instructor's
Manual ," which was co-authored by
Professor Marfa Pabon Lopez. It was
published in the ABA compilation
Law yer as Problem Solver, one of ten
chosen exercises in national competition
in April 200 l.
In addition, the 2001 Clinical Teach,
ing Fellow Julie Lewis is completing
empirical research on employment
related problems experienced by victims
of domestic violence . Beck has com,
pleted a paper " Toward a National Puta,
tive Father Registry Data Base" which
is forthcoming in the Harvard Journal
of Law and Public Policy.

resolution. In addition, Reuben was fea-

conference entitled "Establishing Per•
manent Futures for Children" in New
Orleans on September I l, 200 l.

PUBLICATIONS
Students Kimberly Middleton, 3L, and
Kristin Cook Dickinson, 2L, drafted
focus boxes on the Clemency Coalition
and Stand By Guardianship for use of
the Women 's Policy Research Project.
Molly A. Brown, '01, published her
seminar paper "Child Custody in Cases
Involving Domestic Violence: Is It Really
in the 'Best Interests ' of Children to
Have Unrestricted Contact With Their
Mothers' Abusers?" in the November,
December 200 l issue of Journal of the
Missouri Bar. Julie A. Shull, '00, and
Gretchen Yancy Rogers, '01, published
their seminar paper " Is An Open
Records Statute Missouri 's Answer to
the Adoption Records Controversy?" in

tured in a special section on Altemative
Dispute Resolution and the media in "The
News Media and the Law" (Fall 2001).
He has received approval from the Ame ri•
can Bar Association to proceed with plans
to bring Dispute Resolution Magazine to
MU as part of the School of Law's collabo•
ration with the MU School of Joumalism.
Reuben has also presented a paper on
cross-cultural negotiation at Stanford Law
School and has served as the Reporter for
the Uniform Mediation Act when it was
presented to and approved by the American Bar Association's House of Delegates
in February 2002. The UMA has been
introduced in nearly half a dozen states.
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FAMILY VIOLENCE AND
THE LAW SEMINAR
Family Violence and the Law Seminar
students continue to work to advance the
Missouri Battered Women 's Clemency
Coalition petitions. Gov. Bob Holden 's
chief counsel, former judge Glenn A.
Norton, '85, requested videotaped interviews of each clemency petitioner. Kim berly Middleton, 3L, arranged for the
interviews of the petitioners at a prison
in Chillicothe, Mo., and personally com,
pleted such interviews of the two MU
petitioners, Lynda Branch and Carleen
Borden. Peter Edwards, 3L, has under,
taken work on the clemency project for
the spring 2002 semester.
In addition, students in the course
have w1dertaken a new project this
semester to advance specific legislation

Qeoff ]olley, JL,joins RefJ. Ralph Monaco (D -Raytown) at a bill signing in J efferson City.

designed to assist indigent abused
women and children. Ten students have
assumed projects related to writ,
ing and/or lobbying for specific
pieces of legislation. The legisla,

~~

tive projects include abolishing
the statute of limitations for

~if~

SE:COND REGUI...AR SES~lON

rape to expand the use of DNA
evidence; amending the puta,
tive father registry with dual
purposes of expanding protec,

rTRULY AOIU::1m TO ANO FlNALLY 1'ASS1m 1

[TRULY AGREED TO AND FINALLY PASSED]

CONf'ERE.N'CE: C011Ml'M'EE SUBSTITUTE fo'OR

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR

HOUSE COMMITTEE SUOSTJTU'TE FOR

SENA TE COMMflTEE SUDSTfTUTE FOR

SENATESUBSTlTlff E: NO 21"01<

HOUSE SUBSTr7VTE FOR

SENATE BILL NO. 650

HO USE COMMITTEE SlJOSTITUTE FOR

HOUSE BILL NOS. 1037, 1188,
1074 & 1271

9 IST GENERAL ASSEMBLY
2002

tion of the rights of birth
fathers and expediting the
placement of children into per,

tQ

lMJLOIIT

enact in heu lhereof one nc\11' secuon relat1n

to .. tatute of bm1ta11on"' for lirxual offenses.
emerg,ncyclauM

~ ith

To repeal .section 556.036, RSMo, and ID mact m heu lheuc,f

establishing stand-by

Section A. Sectior. ."156.036. RSMo,

is

repealed and o:ie uew section

enacted 10 lieu thereof, lo be know,1 118 s11ct1on 556 0J6. to read

a.,

5
'

Geoff Jolley, 3L, helped
draft the House bills that

ff.

Exctapt a,o othl' n\1:;e /lrov1de<l II\ th1 ,;; St'Ction. prol!"ccu ti or.11 for <•lhc-r

o cn,e11 mus1 be commenc.-d w,rhin the following per1od11 of limit:iuon ·
(I) For any felon), three yenn,

·

12) Fo r anv misdemeauor, o ne • ear.
(3) For 11ny infraction. six ,nonths

10

tations on rape prosecution

on March 6, 2002.
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Be1tena,1MbJ tlreGcntru.lAssernblyoftlre.sto~ofM~n. cu fellow~·

follows

Secuon A S«rion 556 036, RSMo. IS tepealed and Ont'
thereof, ID be b, 0 -.,,.11 as secuon 556
new section cnac1cd in heu
036
1
556.036 J Aprosccuiionf~rm~r::~r; b::
sodomy, .ittmpfrd forcible sodomy, or any ch1ss A fe l: • •:mplcd forcible rape, forclblt

556 036 I. .'\ pro~cc ut1on for murder, forclbl<l' r ape. attempted
forc ibl e r 11pr. f;
' bl
3 Ar. I
o r r1 e sod omy, atte mpted forcib!l' ,;odo my, or flllY class
e ony mny ~ co mmenced 1tl nny time

ill parents to plan for their
chi ldren.

ceremony at the state capitol

.

of hnmatrons for sexual offense,, wuh pa,a!ty provis:s:: :::,"~'.::gct~:nitc

guardianships for terminally

and attended the bill signing

2002

AN ACT

penalty Pro\•1;i1on11 !Ind a:

manent adoptive homes; and

eliminated the statute of limi ,

,,

91ST GENERAL ASSEMBLY

AN ACT
To repeal aect1on 556.036, RS;\lo, and

J ff the penod prescribed in subsect ion:! o f chi• iu•c ti u n h a15 exp1r ·d
.a Pl"Oll-ecutiun ma}' nen~nh.,Je u be commenC('d for
~ '

:~

~· (I) Any ufft!r:..e a material tcl.i111ent of \\ l.ich 16 ,rnhcr tniud c,r a brea<..h of

13

fldu~111t, obhgntl('lr. wnhin one _1•ea r after d.:i<ovo ry ofthl' offe 1u1e b) an all'.gne,·ed

11

:ar1y or by a person who h11~ n legal dut>· to repr ese nt au tt&l!'ne1·<'if pt1r1, .ind
ho u; himself or herself no, .a part.1 lO the offrns,,_ bur u1 r.o CIISt eh11II thi,;

:w:;

:

.

2 Elccp1 as otherwise proi·idcd in zhis SC.:flOn r Y _Y be commenced at any ttme.
commcncc:d wtthin the following periods of limitation'. p osecuuons for other offenses mus1 be
(I) Foranyfelony,lhreeyears,
·
(2) For any misdemeanor, one year;
(3) For any rnfracuOfl, six monrh,

9 ncvenh:l~:I~ ==:~~din subsection 2 of Ihis ~c tion has e.,p1rcd, a P,asttution m.ay
10
(I) Anyofl'enscama1tnale!Cf1'lcl11ofwb· h
11 obhgauon w11hmoncye,.raftetd1scow:ryoftheo;c;:1ther fraud or• breach or fiduc,ary
12 who has a legal du1y to r~rcwnr an aggnevcd
and w y •n aggn,ved pan)· or by a person
13 theoffen;t,but1nnoc1seshallthisprovis1oncx..~
~1sh1mse:forhttselfn011PBty10
end lhepcnodoflim1ta11on by more ihanihrce
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C ENTER OFFERS
T RAININGS IN TRINIDAD
AND T OBAGO

C

Center Training Coordinator Art Hin,

courthouse to give parties an option to

shaw and Associate Director Jim Levin

try mediation before their cases are

are overseeing this project . Other partic,

heard in court.

ipants include Bob Bailey, Chris Guthrie,

" Mediating these cases adds a won,

enter faculty will be traveling to

Tim Heinsz, John Lande , Len Riskin ,

derful dimension to the Clinic," says

Trinidad and Tobago during the

and Jean Sternlight.

Clinic Director Jim Levin . " These refer,

coming year as part of a project

to strengthen the dispute resolution
system in that country's court system.
Working with the Dispute Resolution
Centre of Trinidad and Tobago , the
Center will help design a framework to

rals, along with the referrals we receive

M EDIATION CLINIC
E XPANDS TO B OONE
COUNTY COURTS
Beginning in February 2002, students

from the Missouri Commission for
Human Rights , the Missouri Public Ser,
vice Commission and the small claims
court in the I 9th Circuit (Cole County)

enrolled in the Mediation Clinic will be

provide our students with an interesting
mix of cases that offers endless learning

practitioners. Center faculty also will

mediating small claim cases filed at the

opportunities."

provide trainings in negotiation , group

Boone County Courthouse. Working

The Mediation Clinic is open to J D

facilitation, mediation and arbitration

with Associate Judge Chris Kelly, the

and LLM students and is offered in both

to local lawyers and business people .

clinic will provide mediators at the

the Fall and Winter semesters.

train and credential dispute resolution

Ce nter for the Study of Dispute Resolution Associate
Director Ji111 Levin and Professor Bob Lawless
welcome Dorothy lvfoila to the Law School. 1\1.oila , a
Junior faculty 111 e111ber at the University of liie
Western CafJe (UWC) Law School in Bellville,
South Africa , visited the School of Law in SejJtem ber
as a jJart of a tliree,year fJroject designed to i111jJrovc
staff clevelojmwnt and curriculum planning at
U \VC. 'This jJroject is part of a larger co llaboration
between the U niversity of lvf issouri System and
UWC fimded by US AID 's 'Te rtiary Education
Linlwges Program ('TELP), a f1rogram develop ed to
strengthen historica lly disadvantaged institutions in
South Africa.
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MU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
FACULTY/ALUMNI AWARDS
Three individuals associated with the Law Schoof were recently recognized by the MU Alumni Association.

F

aculty-Alumni Awards, first awarded in 1968 by the
MU Alumni Association, recognize the achievements of
faculty and alumni. Assistant, associate and full

professors are considered for their work as teachers and
researchers, and for their relationships with students. Alumni
are considered for their accomplishments in professional life

42
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and service to their alma mater and communities.
The MU Alunrni Association accepts nominations for the
Faculty/Alumni Awards each year from November I to
February I . Nominations may be made by contacting the
association at (800) 372,MUAA or lanhamc@missouri.edu.

Law Professor Honored:
Kemper Fellow Wins Governor's Award
by Chris Birli , Columbia Daily 'Tribune

T

QuickReferenee List
ADMISSIONS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Suzanne Clark
573-882-6042
cl arksu@ missou ri.ed u
ALUMNI EVENTS AND
PUBLICATIONS

he third time was the

Casey Baker

charm for University of

573-884-7833
bakercd@ missouri.edu

Missouri-Columbia law
ALUMNI AND STUDENT

Professor Michelle Cecil.

CAREER SERVICES

Cecil, who has a Kemper Fellowship,

Jane Loudermilk-Butt
573-882-7386
loudermilkj@ missou ri.edu

a fac ulty,alumni award and numerous
other accolades on her resume, recently
got the one she was waiting for -

the

prestigious Governor's Award for Excel,

ALUMNI CONTINUING

Jenee in Teaching. Her name had been in

EDUCATION

th e MU hat two times before.

Michelle Miller
573-882-7251
millerh @missou ri .edu

The awards, given annually to one fac,
ulty member from each Missouri college
and university, were handed out this

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

afternoon at a luncheon in Jefferson City.

Elaine Litwiller
573-882-4374
litwillere@ missouri.edu

Schools choose their own candidates
based on myriad criteria -

anything

from effective teaching and advising to

Cecil w ith Qovernor Bob Holcle11

LAW TRANSCRIPT

nurturing student achievement.
For Cecil, who teaches tax and bank
r uptcy law, it was well worth the wait.
"Because it's been the hardest for me to
get, it means the most," she said yesterday

to offer each and every student," wrote
Jaime Mendez, according to a news
release.
" No matter the student's class rank,

afternoon from her office at the MU law

ing, gender or backgrotmd, Professor

sch ool. " I'm thrilled with all of them."

Cecil always has a positive attitude and

Students and faculty members at the

COPIES OF YOUR

Denise Boessen
573-882-8269
boessenn @missou ri.edu
DEAN'S OFFICE

Mary Kempf

573-882-3247
kempfm@missouri .edu

an excellent rapport," Mendez added.
Dean acknowledged the less,than,

DONATING TO THE

sch ool nominated Cecil, said Interim
Dean Kenneth Dean , adding that the

exotic connotations associated with tax

award is also a credit to the tmiversity's

law but said that Cecil finds a way to

quality. "It 's an absolutely fabulous

make her courses engaging and enjoyable.

Suzanne Flanegin
573-884-3083
flanegi ns@ missouri.edu
Janie Harmon
573-882-3052
harmonj@missouri.edu

award to have a faculty member get, and

For Cecil , who received her law

SCHOOL OF LAW

Michelle is truly deserving of it ," Dean
said. " I think it reflects very favorably

degree from the University of Illinois in
1982, tax law, in its own unique way, is

UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC TICKETS

on the quality of instruction that we have
and on Michelle in particular."

ftm. " I am actually impressed with the

Athletic Ticket Office
800-CAT-PAWS or 573-884-7297

Some of Cecil 's students sent letters of

tax code," she said. " I'm probably the
only person in the world who would say

recommendation , most of whom praised

that ." Her methodology, though, is

her ability to create a sense of connection
and enthusiasm.

driven by a sense of mutual respect and
distinct focus .

"Professor Cecil clearly positions stu,
dents as her top priority and has a seem,

" I think that giving them respect gar,
ners me respect; I earn it because I actu,

ingly enclless amount of energy and time

ally respect them," she said.

Reprinted with permi ssion of Columbia Daily Tribun e. Article appeared December 8, 2001 .

Don't see the number you need?
Contact Casey Baker
573,884,7833
bakercd@ missouri.edu
www.law.missouri.edu
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Hot Jobs:

" We get a lot of people who arc rctir,
ing from or leaving some other occupa,

Mediators

by Rosanne B. Widman
Sp ecial to the Kansas City Star Business S ection

M

ediators are the latest step

never went to trial. Some were thrown

in civilizing the process of

out, but the majority were settled.

settling disagreements,

tion, who want to become full ,time
mediators," he said.
Career opportw1ities still are
extremely limited , he said , so most mcdi ,
ation is done by entrepreneurs.
Lawyer-mediators generally charge
their standard rate for mediation - for
Phillips, $250 an hour. Nonlawyer medi ,
ator fees usually are lower. Charges for
mediating a large group or team mem,

and, as such, demand for their services

some ADR, and about 80 percent of

bers in conflict can range from $1,500 to
$2,000 a day, while one,on,one media,

is expected to grow.

cases in ADR settle in months rather

tion fees average about $125 an hour.

But the people who answer that
demand won 't be entry-level job seekers.

than years, much earlier than they
would w1der litigation ."

help couples settle custody, visitation

frec1uently asking for advice, probably

Lawyers who want to be mediators or
arbitrators in federal court must go

and property distribution issues outside
the courtroom. So do the Federal Media,

because I am known to be very involved
in alternative dispute resolution in the
Kansas City area," said John R. Phillips,

through special training. Phillips did
that IO years ago through the University
of Missouri-Columbia law school, which

tion and Conciliation Agency and state
agencies that help resolve labor disputes.

managing partner of Blackwell Sanders

since then has created a one,year mas,

Summers, a former assistant vice presi,

Peper Martin LLP.

ter's degree in dispute resolution for
lawyers.

dent of human resources for Sprint who
started her own consulting firm early in
2000.

"I have individuals come to me fairly

" I tell them I think it is a burgeoning

" Now nearly all cases go through

field but that parties are usually inter,
ested in someone with a substantial

" There are a couple of things being a
lawyer adds to mediation practice," said

amount of experience in relevant fields ,

John Lande, associate professor and
director of the MU law school 's dispute

along with a relevant disposition and
skills. It probably takes 15 to 20 years to
get to that point."
Dan Dana, president of the Prairie

resolution program. "On a practical
level, in terms of the market, there are
more opportunities to be involved in a

Courts have full time mediators to

One of Dana 's graduates is Loretta

" When I first left Sprint , I wanted to
focus on small and medium-size busi,
nesses who needed HR work but could ,
n 't afford their own HR professional ,"
she recalled. "I found more demand for
training, including training for how to
resolve conflict."

Village-based Mediation Training Insti,

mediation career that involves the legal

tute International, agreed. " Most (medi,
ation jobs) aren 't entry-level positions,"

system."

he said. "You don 't just come out of col ,

understand what would happen if the
two sides cou.ldn 't agree and ended up in

training.

court, according to Lande. However, he
added, lawyers' tendency to want to

tener; one who can remain impartial ,

lege and get them. You need other experi,
ence."
Phillips, whose specialty is
labor/employment law and litigation,
concluded about IO years ago that medi ,

A law backgrotmd helps the mediator

direct the flow of negotiations can be a
problem: "The point of mediation is to

ation and arbitration, or alternative dis,

let people control their own situation ,

pute resolution (ADR) is a better,

come to their own resolution."

shorter and less costly way to resolve
conflicts.

employee relations, psychology, social

" The traditional training for lawyers
was to be pit bulls," he said. " There

work or other backgrounds, said Dana ,
whose organization offers training pro,

were no courses on ADR. Yet, when I
came out of school, 95 percent of cases

grams worldwide and certifies mediators
and mediation trainers.
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But mediators can come from

She no'Y is certified to do workplace
conflict mediation as well as mediation
"A mediator needs to be a great lis,
one who has the communication skills to
rephrase what the parties have just said
to facilitate process," she said. " Then, as
the process progresses, the mediator
should be able to keep silent .
"As an HR person , I'd be inclined to
jump in and say, 'Now, what about this? '
But as a mediator, I can 't do that . I have
to remain impartial and not offer sugges,
tions ."
Reprinted with permi ssion.
Article appeared November 21 , 2001 .

NEWS

SCHOOL OF LAW
ALUMNI
ACTIVE

MISSOURI BAR

lN THE

Rodney J.
Uphoff spoke at
the Second
Annual Access to
Equal Justice

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Conference at

Dale C. Doerhoff, '71, will serve as Vice President of the bar for the 2001 -2002
year. Doerhoff is a member of the firm of Cook, Vetter, Doerhoff, Landwehr &
Medin , P.C. in Jefferson City. He has served on the bar's Board of Governors
since 1992.
THE MISSOURI BAR YOUNG LAWYERS' SECTION
ELECTIONS FOR THE

2001,2002 YEAR

TO

THE

a conference at Harvard Law School entitled "Wrongful Convictions: A Call to
Action." The first panel is entitled "Assis-

BOARD

while the second is "Junk Science and
Uphoff made a presentation entitled "The
Ethics of Surreptitious Taping" at an event
in Kansas City in honor of Elwood L.

COMMITTEE

Morry S. Cole, '97, is with the firm of Gray, Ritter & Graham , P.C. in St.
Louis.
REPRESENTATIVE

Law on February 15, 2002. On April 19th
and 20th, he participated in two panels at

Wrongful Convictions." Last November,

CHAIRPERSON-ELECT

Kimberly J. Bettisworth, '94, is with the firm of Diekemper, Hammond ,
Shinners, Turcotte & Larrew, P.C. in Clayton, Mo.

SECTION ' S

versity School of

tance of Counsel - Theory and Reality,"

CHAIRPERSON

Brian K. Francka, '94, is with the firm of Hendren & Andrae in Jefferson City.

EXECUTIVE

Washington Uni-

OF

Thomas.

GOVERNORS

Timothy M. McDuffey, '95 , is a member of Bergmanis & McDuffey in
Camdenton, Mo.
NEW

MEMBERS

Shane L. Farrow, '95
Dana L. Kollar, '94
Kevin T. McLaughlin, '95
Michael J. Smith, '94
BOONE COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
Daniel K. Atwill, '71, was w1animously elected president
for the 2001 -2002 year.
James M. Powell, '85, was elected vice president for the 200 l , 2002 year. He is
with the firm of Brown, Willbrand , Simon & Powell , P.C. in Colwnbia.
LEGAL SERVICES OF EASTERN MISSOURI, INC.
Joseph C. Allwood, '92, was recognized with the Volunteer Lawyer Award.
Jeffrey R. Curl, '92, was presented with the Community Service Award. He is a
partner in the Clayton & Curl firm of Hannibal, Mo.

Th e Fa/1 2 002 iss ue of T RANSCR IPTwill/eature a11
i11trocluctio11 to th e A1 U S choo l of Law 's 11 et1 ' clea n ,
R. Law re11ce Desse m , who rece ived his ba chelor 's

In Our
Next Issue ...

degree from A1aca les ter College a nd his Juris doc to r
fro m H arparcl Law S chool. H e is currently th e clea n of
th e Walt er F. geo rge School of Law a t A1.ercer
U ni,,ers ity i11 Ma co11 , geo rg ia .
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Sylvia R. Lazos

M
ULaw Professor ReceivesByler

participated in
The Missouri Bar
CLE program,
"CutTent Issues
for Lawyers,
Legislators &
Lobbyists", in Jefferson City
on January 17, 2002. Her panel, organized by
Jeffrey A. Bums, '83, and co-presented wirh
Richard Schnake and Jim Layton, addressed

Distinguished Professor Award

L

eonard L . Riskin, C.A. Leedy
Professor of Law, has been
selected as the recipient of the

Byler Distinguished Professor Award for

"Pitfalls in Legislative Drafting''. Her presen-

2001. He is the first recipient from the

tation, ''Why Have Substantive Legislative

Law School to be presented with the

History in Missow·ir', can be viewed at:

award, which is open to all full time

http://www.law.missouri.edu/lazos/.

faculty at MU. Established in 1978 by

Lazos is the co-chair of the conference

Cambio de Colores (Change of Colors) in
Missouri: A Call w Action, which took
place March 13-15, 2002, on rhe MU campus. TI1is conference focused on the

William H. Byler, Senior Vice President
for Research of U.S. Radium Corp., the
Byler award recognizes outstanding
abilities, performance and character.
There is no doubt that strong letters

impact ofLatina/o immigration to Missouri

of support from colleagues are one rea-

and included panels discussing demograph-

son that Riskin received the award .

ics, culture and language, social services,

Each letter mentions Riskin 's impor-

healthcare, education, community devel-

tance in the development of the field of

opment, and legal issues. The Civil Justice

dispute resolution, citing his active

panels focused on the legal needs of Lati-

involvement in the movement , his work

nas/os in Missouri. Presenters included

in building the top rated dispute resolu,

resolution . " His scholarship in the area

State Representative Deleta Williams, who

tion program in the country and the

of mediation ," Dean says, " is among the

headed the 1999-2000 Joint Task Force on

numerous articles that he has written on

best in the country."

Immigration; Suzanne R. Gladney '76,

dispute resolution topics. According to

Managing Attorney of Legal Aid of West-

one colleague, all of his works "re flect

ern Missouri (Kansas City); MU School of

tremendous creativity, clarity and

1964, his JD in 1967 from New York

Law Professor Marfa Lopez, who presented

thoughtfulness ."

University ,School of Law and his LLM

research on legal needs in the state; and

from Yale Law School in 1974. Prior to

Professor Guadalupe T. Luna, an immigra-

Letters of support also mention
Riskin's personality as an attribute that

tion and agricultural law expert from

makes him deserving of the award. One

Northern Illinois University. Additional

letter notes that he is a " delightful ,

workshops discussed immigration law,

warm person with whom it is a pleasure

Alliance of Businessmen, and a professor

which included Jay Wood, Director, Mis-

to work," while another colleague cites

at University of Houston Law Center. In

souri Legal Services Support Center, as a

his " unique vision, w1surpassed work

1991, he was named the C.A. Leedy Pro-

panelist, and Nebraska's legislative efforts

ethic, passion for innovation and com,

fessor of Law.

to reform rhe meat processing industry

mitment to a more humane world."

with main presenter Milo Mumgaard,

Interim Dean Kenneth D. Dean says

Executive Director of the Nebraska Apple-

that Riskin 's approach to teaching alter-

seed Project. Papers presented at the con-

native dispute resolution has revolution-

ference and related research material will

ized legal education. He calls Riskin

remain posted for future access at

" not only an outstanding teacher but
also a recognized scholar," who has co,

http://decolores/.
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Leonard L. Rishi11

authored the definitive text on dispute

Riskin received his bachelor's degree
from the University of Wisconsin in

coming to MU in 1984, he served an
attorney for the U.S. Department of Justice, General Counsel of the National

NEWS

WHITMAN INSTALLED AS
PRESIDENT OF
ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS
by Jennifer Qinsberg, MU News Bureau

D

ale Whitman , the James E.
Campbell Professor of Law,
was installed as president of

its president for 2002," Whitman said .
" I hope to continue its tradition of
enhancing our nation 's law schools and

the Association of American Law

their service to students, universities,

Schools (AALS) on Jan. 3, 2002 at the
association 's annual meeting in New

the legal profession and the public."

Orleans.
The AALS is a non-profit association
of 164 law schools. The association 's

W .Ya. , and earned his law degree from
Duke University. H e began teaching in
1967 at the University of North

goal is to improve the legal profession

Carolina and became acquainted with

through legal education. AALS

MU in 1976 as a visiting professor from
Brigham Young University. Whitman

represents legal education to the federal
government and other national higher
education organizations and learned
societies.
" The association has been an
immense force for improvement in legal
education, and I'm honored to serve as

Whitman grew up in C harleston ,

Philip Q. Peters

Jr. returned to
the School of
Law this spring
from a semester
at Cambridge
University in
England. At MU,
he is teaching Health Law and a new
course called Genetics and the Law, which
will examine the rich mixture of legal,
ethical and policy issues raised by the
decoding of the human genome. The class
will concentrate on laws regulating
genetic testing, patenting, privacy and dis,
crimination. During the fall of 2002, he
will continue his work on the subject by
co-teaching a course on the regulation of
foods created using genetic engineering. In
April, Peters will participate in a work-

taught at the University of Washington

shop preparing Missouri judges for the
genetics issues about which they are likely
to rnle.

from 1978 to 1982 where h e also served
as associate dean. In l 982 , he returned

a book about the risks of reproductive

While at Cambridge, Peters worked on

to MU to serve as dean of the law school

biotechnology, which will be published by

from 1982 to 1988. He teaches courses

Oxford University Press, the lead ing

in property and real estate finance.

bioethics publisher in the world. In addition, he will contribute to an international
anthology on reproductive technology
being published by Ashgate Publishing
Ltd. and will write an entry on harm to
future children for the next edition of the

Encyclopedia of Bioethics.
Peters also has an interest in malpractice law. His article evaluating the gradual
movement of courts away from a custom,
based standard of care in medical malpractice actions will appear in the Iowa Law
Review this spring. Because of his work on
this top ic, he has been asked to be a principle speaker at a Wake Forest Law School
symposium in April on the use of empiri cal evidence to prove the medical standard of care. His presentation there will be
published in the Wake Forest Law Review.
AALS President Dale A. Wh.itman ce lebrates with his fami ly at a recejJtion held in his honor by the Law
School al th.eAA LS annua l mee ting in New Orleans. Pictured with Dale and his w ife Marge are
daughters Emily Wh.itm.an , Millie Bla ch, Kalie Mag uigad mu/Amy Stef1hcnso11.
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S CHOOL OF L AW H OSTS R ECEPTION
H ONORING B LACK ALUMNI
On February 23 , 2002 , the S chool of Law held a recejJtion honoring black
alumni in thefirejJlace lounge of Huls ton Hall . Alumni, faculty, staff,
students and fri ends had a chance to meet and socialize before walking to
M emorial Union for the 16th Annual Lloyd L. Qaines S cholarship
Banquet, which was hosted by the Black Law Students Association.

Professor Roel Uf1lwjf and Associate D ean Ch.ris Quthrie w ith 'Tiffanie B. 7i,cker, '00

BLSA members Darryl Sliockley, D 'Onica Hoclghi11 and 7;ll Bates

48 .
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Develoj1ment Officer Suzanne A1.ocllin Flan egin, '8 1, w ith 'The
H onorable Ellar Duff, '8 1

ALUMNI
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C
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Leonard L. Riskin

presented a lecture
at Yale Law School
entitled "Toward a
More Refin ed
Understanindng of
Mediation: Revisit•
ing, Reviewing and
Reimagini.ng the 'Grid"' and a workshop
at Harvard Law School entitled "The
Contemplative Lawyer: On the Potenti al
Contributions of Mindfulness Meditation
to Law Students, Lawyers, and Their
C lients," the foc us of a live symposium
and a forthcoming print symposium in the
BLSA m embers Chris Hayes and lvfarcus M cCaster w ith A ntlw 11y g. Bush , '8 4 (right)

Harvard Negotiation Law Review (May
2002). He has also presented advanced
mediation tra ining based on mindfulness
for the Iowa Peace Institute; medi ation
training and sessions on mindfulness in
law and dispute resolution in Salzburg,
Austria, and at the Nordic Mediation
Confere nce in Copenhagen, Denmark;
workshops on mindfulness in law and dispute resolution at Cardozo, Touro and
Marquette Law Schools, the Association
for Conflict Resolution Conference in
Toronto, the Wisconsin Association of
Mediators Conference, the A labama Dispute Reso lution Conference and a C LE
program at the Pepperdine University

(L-R) Karen M . J ordan , '00, Assistant Dean Bob Bailey, Carlos E . Lewis, '00 , BLSA 111e111ber Jill
Bates, Wes ley J .C. Bell, '01

School of Law.
Riskin was appointed Chair of the
Planning Committee of the Association of
American Law Schools 2003 workshop on
dispute resolution and served as a judge in
the CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution
Awards for Excellence in ADR program.
He published "A Tribute to the Drafting Committees and Reporters of the Unifo rm Mediation Act on the Occasion of
the Adoption of the Act by the Nati onal
Conference of Commissioners on Unifo rm
State Laws on A ug. 16, 2001 (A Poem),"
in the ABA Dispute Resolution Magazine.

BLSA Banquet Committee ch.air D '011ica H odgkin w ith U niversity of lvl.issouri Curet tor Ange la
Bennett and Associate Dea11 Chris Q uthrie.
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1940s - - - John K.
Hul.ston, '41,
received the
Ambassadors of
Community
Health Award
from the Cox
Healthcare
Foundation in
Springfield. The award honors business,
es and individuals committed to provid ,
ing the community with quality, com,
passionate health care.

1950s - - - George A. Henry, '50, practiced law in
Neosho, Mo., for 26 years following
graduation from law school then served
as a judge of the 40 th Judicial Circuit
for I 4 years.
Bill D. Burlison, '56, was recently
elected chairman of the county council
in Anne Arundel Cow1ty, Md. Burlison
has practiced law in his own firm for
approximately 30 years and served as a
Congressman for southeast Missouri
from 1968 to 1980.
Sam F. Hamra,
'59, recently
received the
Missourian
Award. He
serves on the
boards of Cox
Health Systems
and other med,
ical facilities.
Hamra's wife, Jtme, a graduate of MU's
College of Arts and Sciences, also
received the Missourian Award for her
conununity focus on the arts. She is a
member of the Missouri Arts Council

50 .
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ll
and Missouri Cultural Trust . The
Missourian Award is given by the
American Heart Association to recog,
nize those who give back to their com,
munities.

N
Michael GGoldstein, '71,
has been named
senior vice,
president and
general counsel

1960s - - - Jack C. Stewart, '65, has worked as an
estate planner and real estate attorney
for Wegmann, Gasaway, Stewart,
Dieffenbach, Tesreau, Sherman &
Missey in Hillsboro, Mo., for 3 l years,
during wh_ich time he has also acted as
special counsel to the City of Hillsboro.
Robert W. McKinley, '69, has been
reappointed to a third term as a member
of the Missouri Supreme Court Civil
Rules Committee. He concentrates his
practice at Lathrop & Gage in labor and
employment, real estate and financial
institutions law.

1970s - - - JohnC.
Holstein, '70,
has announced
his retirement
from the
Supreme Court
of Missouri ,
effective
Mar. I, 2002.
He served more
than 12 years
on the court, including a two,year term
as chief justice.
Nick Dunagan, '71, has been named
chancellor of the University of
Tennessee at Martin by its Board of
Trustees in April 200 l. The school has
an enrollment of 6,000 and is a primary
campus in the University of Tennessee
system.

for The Benefits
Group , Inc.,
which provides
planning,
administration and funding of executive
compensation plans for publicly-held
corporations and privately-held compa,
nies, in Los Angeles, Calif. He is a mem,
her of The American Law Institute and
a Fellow of both The American Collerre
b
of Tax Counsel and The American
College of Trust and Estate Com1sel.
Goldstein is also co,author of Taxation

and Funding of Nongualified Deferred
ComJJensation, an American Bar
Association Life Insurance Counselor
book.
Samuel C. Jones, '71, has been appoint,
eel regional administrator for Region VII
of the U.S. Small Business Association.
He is in private practice in Motmt
Vernon, Mo. , where he specializes in
business and commercial law.
Nelson B. Rich, '72, and six teanunates
won a World Team Tennis National
Championshlp in Palm Springs, Calif.,
on November II, 2001.
Richard C. Bresnahan, '73, received
the Distinguished Service Award from
the St. Louis Cow1ty Bar Association for
service to the profession and the commu,
nity on January 18, 2001. Since 1973,
he has maintained his law office in St.
Louis County with an emphasis on
municipal law and litigation. Bresnahan
was elected to the 21st Circuit Judicial
Commission in 1997 and serves as the
city attorney for the City of Ferguson ,
city attorney and prosecuting attorney

N
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for the City of Beverly Hills, mw1icipal

W. Dudley

judge for the City of Town and Coumry

McCarter, '75,

including appellate courts in Alabama,
Arkansas , Michigan , Missouri , New

and prosecuting attorney for the City of

has been named

Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota ,

Des Peres.

Chair of the

South Dakota , Texas, Washington, West

Board of the

Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming.

James H. Kelly, '74, has been Associate

C hildren 's

Circuit Judge in St. Francois County,

Trust Fund , the

Peter B. Hoffman, '76, joined the law

Mo ., since 1975. He is married to an

Missouri foun,

firm of Moser and Marsalek in St. Louis

MU alumna , Maude Wood Kelly, and

elation for the

as a principal.

one of his three children graduated from

MU.

prevention of
child abuse and neglect . H e is currently

Mark T. Kempton, '76, has been

the city attorney for the City of Creve

appointed Missouri State Chair for the

Thomas L. Ray Jr., '74, is scheduJed to

Coeur and practices with the firm of

American College of Trial Lawyers. The

be appointed St. Francois County

Behr, McCarter & Potter of St . Louis.

college is composed of approximately

Associate Circuit Court judge (24 th
Circuit) by Gov. Bob Holden . Ray has

5,200 of the best of the trial bar from

served as city attorney for Farmington ,

Richard D.
Woods, '75,

Mo., since 1997 and has been a partner

the United States and Canada . Members
are inv ited to join based on their art of

formed the

trial advocacy and high standards of

in the firm of Colson, Wagner, Ray &

firm of

ethical conduct, professionalism , civility

Mackay since I 985. He is also an execu,

Kirkland and

and collegiality. As State Chair,

tive board member of the Greater St.

Woods, PC , on

Kempton will be responsible for the col ,

Louis Area Council and serves as chair,

January I ,

lege's activities, including the identifica,

man of the St. Francois County Board

2001.

tion and investigation of potential mem,

for the Developmentally Disabled .

bers in his area . He is a member of the
firm of Kempton and Russell of Sedalia .

Betty K. Wilson, '74, was recently fea ,
tured in an article entitled " Lawyer
Thrives on Music , Sense of Community "

Roger M.
Baron, '76,

Claire C.
McCaskill, '77 ,

in the Columbia Missourian (December

was recently

is engaged to

17, 2001). She is a partner with Oliver

profiled in an

St. Louis

and Walker in Columbia.

article entitled

County

'' Professor

developer

Dennis L. Beckley, '75, is the incoming

Roger Baron:

president of the St. Louis County Bar

Family Law,

Joseph
Shepard.

Association . Since graduation in 1975 ,

Insurance and

They plan

he has maintained a general practice of
law in north St. Louis County, with an

CivPro
Dynamo ," which was publi shed in the

an April 27 ,
2002 , wedding at Lake of the Ozarks.

emphasis in the areas of personal injury,

University of South Dakota 's alumni

municipal law, probate and domestic

magazine, South Dalwtan Lawyer.

relations. H e serves as a membe r of the

Baron is a professor in the university 's

tified as a trial advocate by the National

law school. According to Assistant Dean
Thomas Sorensen , he is a "student,cen,

Board of Trial Advocacy, the only

Missouri Municipal and Associate Judges
Association and the Municipal Judges
Association of Greater St. Louis, is pros,

John D. Beger, '79, has been board cer,

national board certification for trial

tercel " professor , regularly organizing

attorneys. R equirements include exten,

ecuting attorney for the City of Creve

events for students, such as a weekly

sive documentation , including independ,

Coeur, and serves as provisional judge in

dinner featuring a viewing of the popu ,

ent peer review from judges and attor,

the cities of Maryland Heights and
Sunset Hills.

Jar White House drama The W es t Wing.

neys, as well as success ful completion of
a day, long exam.

Baron's books and articles have been
widely cited in publications and courts,
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W. Kelly Dude, '83, has been elected

1980s - - - Walter H. Bley
Jr., '80, has

N
ber firms. She is a partner with

chairman of the Colorado Council of

Swanson Midgley in Kansas City. She is

School Board Attorneys for 2002. He

married to David C. Stout, '87, and they

practices with Anderson, Dude & Lebel

have two daughters, Courtney Marie

in Colorado Springs.

and Mackenzie Leigh.

been certified
as a trial aclvo,

Jeffrey A. Keevil, '86, was elected vice,

Advocacy, the

Richard N.
Bien, '83, has
been elected
vice chairman
of the Ameri ,

only national

can Bar

7, 2002 . The EBA is an international

board certifica,

Association 's

non-profit association of attorneys in the

tion for trial attorneys. Requirements

judicial clivi,

field of energy law, with more than

include extensive clocwnentation, inclucl,

sion, a 4 ,000,

cate by the
National Board
of Trial

ing independent peer review from

president of the Midwest Chapter of the
Energy Bar Association at the EBA's
Fifth Annual Midwest Energy
Conference in Kansas City on February

I, 900 members and five regional chap,
ters. Keevil is a member of the law firm

judges and attorneys, as well as success,

member group
that works to improve the administra,

of Stewart & Keevil in Columbia, Mo.,

fol completion of a day-long exam.

tion of justice. He will serve until 2002

which represents a wide range of busi,

Paul N. Venker, '80, is an attorney
with Williams Venker & Sanders in St.
Louis. He was formerly with the firm of
Armstrong Teasdale .
Mary E. Nelson, '81, has been nominat,
eel to the five,member St. Louis Police
Board by Gov. Bob Holden. Nelson is a

and will be eligible to become chairman

ness clients, such as investor-owned util,

of the division in 2003. He practices

ity companies, publicly-owned utilities

with Lathrop & Gage in Kansas City.

and rural electric cooperatives, in a vari,
ety of matters, including representation

Lois M. Zerrer, '84, announces the
opening of the law firm of Zerrer &
Pruitt, LLC , located at I I 4 7 East
Walnut, Springfield, Mo. 65806 . The

in energy and telecommunications pro,
ceedings before the Missouri Public
Service Commission and in related court
proceedings.

telephone and fax numbers are ( 4 I 7)

is the first African-American partner in

868,8200 and (417) 862,0847, respec,

Mary H. Moorkamp, '87, was recently

the law firm of Lashly & Baer in St.

tively. The firm's practice will concen,

Louis and concentrates her practice in

trate on elder law issues , appellate prac,

named to the St . Louis Business
'Journal's "40 Under 40." Moorkamp is
vice president and general counsel at
The DESCO Group, which offers corpo,
rate real estate services, in St. Louis.
Moorkamp•is involved in Habitat for
Humanity; American Corporate Counsel
Association board ; Women Rainmakers;

corporate, business and real estate law.

tice, non-profit organizations and health
law. Zerrer is the former Executive

Victor A. Titus, '81, is featured in grave
Accusations: A SusjJicious Death, A
Husband 's Arrest, A Fig/it for 'Justice A 'Tnte Story, published in 2001. Titus
was the defense attorney in the featured
case and is with the firm

Director of the Springfield Metropolitan
Bar Association .

W.Ann
Hansbrough,
'85, has been

and JDs for ABCs, a reading program
which assists children in city schools.

of Titus & Murphy in

elected to serve

Farmington, N. M. A

a three-year

Joshua L. Schonfeld, '87, is Assistant

portion of the proceeds

term on the

General Counsel in the Legal Division of

from the sale of the book

board of clirec,

Freddie Mac in McLean , Va . He lives in

will benefit the clefen,

tors of

Potomac, Md ., with his wife, Suzanne ,

dant's children .

Commercial

and their three sons -

Law Affiliates,

and Aaron.

David , Brian

the world's largest association of incle,
pendent law firms. She will help direct
policy for the organization and help
strengthen relationships between mem,
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Brett D. Anders, '88, is currently prac,
ticing with the firm of Polsinelli Shalton
& Welte , Attorneys at Law.

N

0

E
Deborah
Shelton Griffin,
'88, was sworn
as a judge of the
Philadelphia
Municipal
Court on
January 6,
2002, by Chief

Justice John
Flaherty of the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court. She was elected to a six-year

s

Gerald D. Mueller, '92, has joined the
firm of Jones , Schneider & Bartlett in
Columbia, Mo.

Daniel J. Carpenter, '93, was recently
elected partner of Thompson Coburn in
St. Louis.
David A. Dick, '93, was recently elect,
eel partner of Thompson Coburn in St.
Louis.

Linda J. Salfrank, '88, works as outside
counsel for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA), dealing
with issues of student eligibility and
rules interpretations. She also repre,
sents Kansas City-area school districts,
including Park Hill , Center, Hickman
Mills, St. Joseph and Kansas City. She is
an education lawyer with Blackwell
Sanders Peper Martin.

Steven D. Soden, '93, has become a
partner at Shook, Hardy & Bacon in
Kansas City. He specializes in tort law.

Richard L. Saville Jr., '89, has joined
Wise & Julian of Alton, Ill. The firm
handles significant Plaintiff's personal
injury cases, focusing primarily on
asbestos cases.

1990s - - - April Fredlund, '92, is general counsel
for Mapinfo Corp. in Troy, NY. Prior to
her current position, she spent five years
litigating in New York City and two
studying in Europe.

John D. Moore, '94, is an attorney for
Ac1uila, Inc., in Kansas City, Mo.

Stuart K. Shaw, '92, is Senior Attorney
with Black & Veatch in Overland Park ,
Kan.

term of office in the November 2001
general election and is currently
assigned to the civil division .

Traci Jones Turner, '88, has joined
Lathrop & Gage in Springfield as a
member. She concentrates her practice
in corporate and bankruptcy law.
Previously, she was co-managing partner
at Carmichael, Gardner, Turner &
Brown.

ALUMNI

Kimberly J. Bettisworth, '94, received
the Outstanding Young Lawyer Award
from the St. Louis County Bar
Association at its annual dinner on
January 18, 2002. She practices prima,
rily in the area of family law and has
been with the firm of Diekemper,
Hammond , Shinners, Turcotte &
Larrew in St. Louis since 1996. In addi,
tion, Bettisworth serves as a Special
Representative to the Office of Chief
Disciplinary Counsel, is an adjtmct professor of domestic law in the paralegal
studies program at Maryville University
and is chair-elect of The Missouri Bar
Young Lawyers Section.
Michael K. Hamra, '94, recently joined
Hamra Enterprises as vice president
and general counsel. His responsibilities
include monitoring Panera Bread
Company franchises throughout the
country, primarily in Chicago and
Boston . Previously, he served as director
of gove rnment and regulatory affairs for
Metricom , Inc. , a high-speed Internet
access provider. Hamra continues to live
in Washington, D.C .

Edward Anthony Blakey, '95, and Stacy
Von Light Blakey celebrated their first
wedding anniversary on April 9, 2002.
They were married at Caesar's Palace in
Las Vegas, Nev. and currently live in
Columbia, Mo.
Thomas G. Glick, '95, continues to
present seminars on Administration of
Decedents Estate and Conservatorship
of Minors and Adults, as well as other
probate topics, while running his firm,
the Law Office of Thomas G. Glick, in
St. Louis. He and his wife, Brenda
Guynes, are expecting their first child in
May 2002.

Timothy M. Huskey, '95, joined the liti,
gation practice group of Greensfelder,
Hemker & Gale in St. Louis.
Penelope S. Hopper, '96, has joined
Mandell Menkes & Surdyk in Chicago
as an associate.
Stephanie S. (Skinner) Maniscalco, '96,
currently serves as News Editor for
Missouri Lawyers Weekly in St. Louis,
Mo .
Cathleen A. (Arnold) Martin, '96, has
become a shareholder in the firm of
Newman, Contley & Ruth in Jefferson
City. She concentrates her practice in

s ( 1-1 () 0 L O ~ L \ w .
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the areas of employment law, corporate
law and general civil practice and is
Chair of The Missouri Bar 's Labor and

A

L
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Scott D. Dale, '97, is practicing with
the Bloodworth Law Offices in Poplar
Bluff, Mo.

Employment Law Committee.

James Y. Miller, '96, has joined Husch
& Eppenberger in St. Louis as an associ,
ate.
Dale T. Smith, '96, has joined Lathrop
& Gage as an associate at the Crown
Center office. His primary assignment
will be to the Tort Department, where
he will be doing litigation work. He was
previously with Brydon, Swearengen &
England in Jefferson City.
Erin A. Webber, '96, has joined the firm
of Littler Mendelson in Denver, Colo.
She specializes in various employment
matters with an emphasis on age, dis,
ability and pregnancy discrimination,
retaliation, and sexual harassment. She
also assists employers with training, on,
site investigations and other preventa,
tive measures. Previously she was a liti,
gation associate with Watkins,
Boulware, Lucas, Miner, Murphy &
Taylor in Kansas City and St. Joseph ,
Mo ., and Shughart , Thomson & Kilroy
in Denver. Webber is admitted to prac,
tice in Kansas federal court, Colorado
and Missouri state and federal courts,
and the United States Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit.
Thomas C. Albus, '97, has joined the
U.S. Attorney 's office in St. Louis. He
will focus on violent crime and metham,
phetamine prosecution .
Catherine Baker Chatman, '97, is a
Deputy Attorney General in the
California Department of Justice ,
Criminal Division. She left the Missouri
Attorney General 's Office to move to
Davis, Calif. when her husband accept,
ed a position with the University of
California, Davis .
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Angela K. Hatley Garms, '97, lives in
Prairie Village, Kan., and is a negotiator
for Sprint. She married R. Matthew
Garms, an associate at Sonnenschein,
Nath and Rosenthal , on October 6,
2001, in Fairway, Kan.
Avani
Kherdekar
Nayak, '97, is
an associate in
the corporate
department at
Choate, Hall &
Stewart in
Boston. She
married Mike
Nayak, an otolaryngology resident at
the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary, in August I 999.
Michelle Boehm O'Neal, '97, lives in
Kansas City and is in,house counsel for
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
in Topeka. She and husband Patrick
announce the birth of a son, Connor, on
May 26, 2001.
Shawn T. Briner, '98, and Jennifer E.
Alexander Briner, '98, had a son,
Thomas Alexander Briner, on October
IO , 2001.
Diane C. Farr, '98, has become associ,
ated with the firm of Brydon ,
Swearengen & England in Jefferson
City, Mo.
Cristian M. Stevens, '98, has accepted a
position as Assistant U.S. Attorney in St.
Louis, where he will focus on violent
crime and methamphetamine prosecu,
tion. Prior to joining the U.S. Attorney's
office, he was with the firm of Bryan
Cave in St. Louis.

N
Scott A. Wilson, '98, has become a
member of Hines Law Firm in
Columbia. He has been an associate in
the firm since I 998 and concentrates his
practice in the areas of workers ' com,
pensation and personal injury litigation .
Erik R. Edwards, '99, has joined
Polsinellei Shalton & Welte in Kansas
City. He was previously with Arthur
Andersen.
Kevin J. Fairlie, '99, has joined the firm
of Diekemper, Hammond, Shinners,
Turcotte and Larrew in St. Louis. He
will represent healthcare clients and
specialize in Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act com,
pliance issues.
Keith A. Herman, '99, joined the
estate-planning and probate practice
group of Greensfelder, Hemker & Gale
in St. Louis.
Scott E. Nutter,
'99, has joined
the firm of
Shamberg
Johnson &
Berman in
Kansas City.
He focuses his
practice on
product liabili,
ty, medical negligence and motor vehicle
accident litigation.

2000 - - - Amanda L. Grellner, '00, has been
appointed as Osage County prosecuting
attorney by Gov. Bob Holden. Grellner
practices with the firm of Lowell
McCuskey in Linn , Mo., and is the
municipal judge for the City of
Taos, Mo.

N

0

E

Jami L. Boyles, '01, has joined Lewis,
Rice &. Fingersh in St. Louis.

s

James E. Meadows, '01, has joined

Janet E. Wheeler, '01, has become asso,

Carnahan , Evans, Cantwell &. Brown in

ciated with the firm of Brydon,

Springfield as an associate. Prior to join,

Swearengen &. England in Jefferson

ing the firm, he served as a law clerk to

City, Mo.

Lynn S. Brackman, '01, has joined

the Honorable John C. Holstein, '70,

Lewis, Rice &. Fingersh in St. Louis.

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of

Brian D. Yates, '01, has joined the firm

Missouri. He is a member of The

of Wallace Satmders Austin Brown&.

Jeremy P. Brummond, '01, has joined

Missouri Bar and the American Bar

Enochs Chartered in Kansas City. His

Lewis, Rice &. Fingersh in St. Louis.

Association. Meadows will concentrate

primary practice will be in the area of

his practice in the areas of general liti,

civil litigation.

Patrick S. Cierpiot, '01, has joined the

gation and appellate practice.

Real Estate Department at Blackwell
Sanders Peper Martin in Kansas City.

John Dowe Miller, '01, has joined the
firm of Stewart &. Keevil in Columbia.

To submit information for

Tanya White
Cromwell, '01,

He will concentrate his practice in the

Alumni Notes, contact:

has joined the

law.

areas of telecommunications and energy

Litigation
Department of

Jason W. Phelps, '01, has joined the

Armstrong

Corporate Department of Blackwell

Teasdale in

Sanders Peper Martin in Kansas City.

Kansas City.

Michelle L. Turner Rangel, '01, recent,

Casey Baker, Editor

TRANSCRlPT
205 Hulston Hall
Columbia, MO 652II
Phone: (573) 884,7833
Fax: (573) 882-4984
E-Mail: bakercd@missouri.edu

ly passed the bar exam in Texas and was
sworn in on November 13, 2001 in

Katherine C. Isley, '01, has joined the

Austin, Tx. She married Nicolas Rangel

Corporate Department of Blackwell

Jr. in August 2001. In February 2002,

Sanders Peper Martin in Kansas City.

she accepted a position as an attorney

Jennifer E. Jeffe, '01, has joined the

Bryan, Texas.

for the Department of Public Safety in
Danna McKitrick firm in St. Louis as an
associate.

Nathan E. Ross, '01, has joined Lewis,
Rice &. Fingersh in St. Louis.

Earl D. Kraus, '01, was recently sworn
in as an assistant attorney general for

Jamila A. Smith,Cha,Jua, '01, serves as

the State of Missouri. He works primari,

an assistant district attorney for the

ly with the securities commission , tax

Kings County District Attorney 's Office

commission, department of revenue and

in Brooklyn , New York. She is currently

lottery commission.

assigned to the Special Victims Bureau,

Bradford B. Lear, '01, joined the litiga,

of sexual assaults on persons aged l l

where her emphasis is the prosecution
tion practice group of Greensfelder,

and older. As part of her responsibili ,

Hemker &. Gale in St. Louis.

ties, she conducts criminal investiga,

Chad C. Lucas, '01, has joined Shugart

intake to sentencing and ensures that

Thomson &. Kilroy as an associate. He

every complainant receives cotmseling.

tions, prepares cases from complainant

will practice in tort li tigation.
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Clifford A. Jones Sr., '38, died
November 16, 2001 in Las Vegas, Nev.

A

L

[I

11

and mentor to its younger lawye rs. A
memoriam of Walker appeared in an

M
Dallas W. Cox Jr., '67, died September

ume 54, munber 3, spring 2001).

21, 2001, in Town and Country, Mo.,
following a battle with cancer. He was a
native of St. Louis County and received

establishing his practice in Las Vegas.

George F. Kratz, '55, died August I3,

his undergraduate degree from the
University of Illinois at Urbana,

The firm is now known as Jones Vargas.

2001, in

Champaign and two master's degrees

During his lifetime , Jones was a veteran
of World War II , 69,yea r resident of Las

Louis. He practiced law and was a pro,
fessional musician in San Francisco,

Vegas, worker on the Hoover Dam,

Calif., and was also president of

graduation from law school , he entered
the Naval Reserve and served as a lieu,

District Court Judge, Majority Leader
of the Nevada Assembly and Lieutenant

College University Corporation in
Indianapolis, Incl.

tenant in the Judge Advocate General 's

Governor of Nevada. He has been listed
in editions of Who 's Who in American

William Orr Sawyers Jr., '62, died

Law, Who 's Who in the World and
Who s Who in America.

September 26, 2001, in Savannah, Mo.,
of complications caused by diabetes. He

William D. "Duckie" Russell, '38, died

was born in St. Joseph , Mo., on
December 6, 193 I, and lived there most
of his life. He received his undergradu ,

He was born February 19, 1912, in
Long Lane , Mo., and was admitted to

issue of the ABA's The Tcix Lawyer (vol ,

the Nevada bar in l 938 , immediately

December 16, 2001, at his home in East
Prairie, Mo. He was born August 23,
1912, in East Prairie, where he lived
most of h.is life. He was an attorney
with the Internal Revenue Service and
served in the U.S . Army during World
War II. His body was donated to the
MU School of Medicine.

aples, Fla. He was born in St.

ate degree from the University of
Arizona . During the Korean War, he
served in the Army. Sawyers was a mem,
ber of Brotherhood Lodge No. 269,
32nd degree Scottish Rite Mason , Moila
Shrine Temple , Gold Coat Club at
Missouri Western State College and
assisted in founding the East Hills

Charles M. Walker, '39, died April 7,

Sertoma Club.

2001, in Santa Monica, Calif. He
received his undergraduate degree from
MU in 1937 and his juris doctor in
1939. Following graduation from MU,
he moved to California, where he prac,
ticecl tax law with the firm of Brady,
Nossaman & Walker. In I 942, he enlist,
eel in the Army and was eventually
awarded the Bronze Star. After his serv,
ice in the Army, he returned to Brady,
Nossaman & Walker. In 1962, he

from Washingto n University. Following

Corps and began practicing law with his
father in the 1960s. He served as an
alderman in Town and Country, chair,
man of the Town and Cow1try
Conservation Commission, and as a
board member of the Town and Country
Parks and Trails Fotmdation.

Frank J. Iuen III, '67, died January 4,
2002, in Dallas, Tex., following a battle
with cancer. He was born in Kansas
City on May IO , 1942. He received his
undergraduate degree from MU and was
a member of Phi Gamma Delta social
fraternity and Sigma Rho Gamma hon,
orary organization. While attending
MU, he served in the Missouri Air
National Guard. During his career, he

Roger Koch Fisher, '64, died May 26,
2001, in Joplin, Mo. following a battle
with cancer. He was born on October
29, 1939, in St. Paul , Minn . He received
his undergraduate degrees from MU and

served as the Assistant Director and
General Counsel for the Missouri
Department of Commw1ity Affairs,
Missouri Liaison Officer with the
Ozarks Regional Commission, Executive

was a member of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity. After he received his law
degree, he served as a lieutenant in the

and General Counsel of the Cow1cil of

Army and later went into reserve duty

Ozarks Governors Inc., and Project

Director and General Counsel for the
Ozarks Regional Commission, President

as a captain in the Judge Advocate

Manager of Tulsa Properties with

became the first tax lawyer in the firm
of Paul , Hastings, Janofsky & Walker.

General 's Corps. From I 968 until his
death, he was a partner with the firm

Landmark Land Company Inc. In 1986 ,
he accepted the position of General

He served as Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury for Tax Policy under President
Gerald Ford and served on the Board of
the American Bar Retirement
Association and as Chair of the ABA Tax
Section. He retired from active practice
in I 981, acting as counsel to the firm

now known as Warten, Fisher, Lee and
Brown, where he practiced civil law. He

Counsel for J.W. Bateson Company Inc. ,
later known as Centex Construction

served on the MU Alumni Advisory

Company, where he served w1til his
retirement in 1999. He was a member of

Council for the School of Business and
Public Administration , was a member of

The Missouri Bar Association , the

the Jefferson Society, and received the
Hall of Honor Award from the Beta,

American Bar Association , the MU
Alumni Association, Ducks Unlimited,

Gamma Chapter of Kappa Sigma.
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Texas Construction Lawyers Division ,
Hearts and H a nu11e rs and the Children 's
Advocacy Center of Dallas.

John Estle Howe Sr. , '72, died October
29, 2001. H e was born February 16 ,
1947, in Pacific, Mo . H e received hi s

R aymond E.
Williams, '95

Science from MU. In 1991, h e was

DIDYOUKNOW

appointed Chief Disc iplinary Counsel

that membership in the

for the Supreme Court of the State of

MU Alumni Association

Missouri, where he served until his

benefi ts our law sch ool?

retirement in March 2001. Awards

L as t year the Sch ool of

included the President's Award for life,

Law r eceived over

t ime achievement from the National

$2,500 from MUAA

Organization of Bar Counsel, the D red

membership dues to use

Scott Award from the Missouri Judicial

for the school 's alunmi

Commission , and was honored by The

activities.
As a member , you

Missouri Bar Association. He was buried

will receive all the bene,
fits that MUAA pro•

Jerem y Laney Wh ite, '00, d ied
November 28, 2001, in Springfi eld,

v ides, including a free

M o., as a result of injuries sustained in

career services, on,cam,

an automob ile accident. H e was born

pus priv ileges, @ Miz,

annual wall calendar,

August 3 , 1971, in Denver, Colo., and

zou e,new sletter and

received his undergraduate deg ree from

discounts at a variety of

Southwest Missouri State U n iversity.

ret ailers. Your member ,

He was a practicing attorney in

ship makes faculty

Springfield and an avid outdoorsman .

incentive grants,

FRIENDS
Hal M . Bateman, former School of Law
fac ul ty member, died November 15 ,
2001 , in Lubbock, Tex. He was born
December 22, 1931 , in Dallas, Tex . and

MEMBERSHIP!

from the

SCHOOL OF LAW Alumni Relations Committee

undergraduate d egree in Political

w ith full military honors.

An Invitation for

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MU# _ _ _ __
Home
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __
City/
State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home
Business
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ __ __

Job
Company
Title
Name - - - - - - -Business
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/
State/Zip _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Spouse
Spouse
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ MU# _ _ __

E-mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Annual Memberships

rew1ions, sch olarships,

D $35 Individual (65 & older, $25)
D $50 Dual (65 & older, $35)
D $25 Faculty/Scaff (Dual, $3 5)
□ $17.50 Scudenc (Dual, $25)

Mizzou magazine and

□

much more p ossible.
On beh alf of the Law
Alunmi R elations Com,
mittee, I encourage you
t o support the Sch ool of
L aw by completing this

graduated from Rice University and

M UAA member sh ip

Sout hern Meth odist University. He

application . Join me in

taugh t law at MU from 1965 until

making a differen ce .

1972 , when h e joined the facul ty of

Please send information about
life membership.

D Student Charge
Please make check payable co the
MU Alumni Association or charge:
□ VISA D MC D Discover Exp. Dace _ __
Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(signature required for student charge or credit card payment)

LA
Please return this form with yo ur paym ent co:

Texas Tech School of Law, from which

l!l ~~ni~t~~~~~~~

he retired in 1990.

(800) 372-MUM (6822) - (573) 882-6611 - Fax [573) 882-5 145
http://www.mizzou .com - Email : mu aa@ mi zzou .co m

X

For your
.

convenience...

The Law School now accepts donations
made by Mastercard and Visa!

If you would like to make a contribution
this way, complete the form below and mail
or fax to the Law School or call us.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of Card _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Designation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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nrty plnns!

• Law Day Awards Ceremony
• Law Day Picnic
• MU vs. Oklahoma Football Game
For more information on these or other School of Law alumni e
contact C ey Baker, Director of External Relations,
at (573) 884,7
bakercd@miss
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ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICERS
Manuel T. Pacheco, BA, MA, PhD, President
of the University of Missouri System
Richard L. Wallace, BA, PhD, Chancellor,
Columbia
Kenneth D. Dean, BA, MA, JD, Interim Dean
and Associate Professor of Law
Chris Guthrie, BA , EdM, JD, Acting
Associate Dean and Associate Professor of
Law
James R . Devine, BA, JD, Acting Associate
Dean and David Ross Hardy Professor of
Law and Trial Practice
Robert G. Bailey, BA, JD, Assistant Dean and
Academic Counselor
Donna L. Pavlick, BS, MA, JD, LLM ,
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs and
Admissions
Tamra Wilson Setser, BS, JD, Assistant Dean
for Caree r Services and Professional
Development
Martha J. Dragich, BA , MA, JD, Director of
the Law Library and Associate Professor
of Law
Janie Ausburn Harmon , BA, Director of
Development

THE FACULTY
Douglas E. Abrams, BA , JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Mary M. Beck , BS , MS , JD, Clinical
Professor of Law and Director of the
Domestic Violence Clinic
MichelleArnopol Cecil , BA , JD, William H.
Pittman Professor of Law
Henry L. C hambers, Jr. , BA, JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Melody Ri chard so n Daily, BA, MA, JD,
Director of Legal Researc h and Writing
and Clinical Associate Professo r of Law
Peter N. Davis, BA, LLB, SJD, Isidor Loeb
Professor of Law
Kenneth D. Dean , BA, MA, JD, Inter im Dean
and Associate Professo r of Law
James R. Devine, BA , JD, Acting Associate
Dea n and David Ross Hardy Professo r of
Law and Trial Practice
Martha J. Dragich, BA , MA , JD, Director of
the Law Library and Associate Professor
of Law
Stephen D. Easton, AA, BA , JD, Associate
Professor of Law
David M. English, BA , JD, William Franklin
Fratcher Missouri Endowed Professor of
Law
Carl H. Esbeck, BS, JD, Isabelle Wade & Paul
C. Lyda Professo r of Law

William B. Fisch, AB, LLB, MCL, Dr Jur,
Isidor Loeb Professor of Law
David A. Fischer, BA , JD, James Lewis Parks
Professor of Law
R . Wilson Freyermuth, Jr. , BS, JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Patricia Brumfield Fry, JD, MA, Edward W.
Hinton Professor of Law
Chris Guthrie, BA, EdM, JD, Acting
Associate Dean and Associate Professor of
Law
Timothy J. Heinsz, BA , JD, Earl F. Nelson
Professor of Law
William H. H enning, BA, JD, LLM, R.B.
Price Professor of Law
Robert H. Jerry, II, BS, JD, F loyd R. Gibson
Missouri Endowed Professor of Law
Kandice Johnson, BS , JD, Clinical Professor
of Law
Elisabeth E. Key, BSW, JD, Associate
Professor of Law
John M. Lande, AB, JD, MS, PhD, Associate
Professor of Law, Director of Master of
Laws in Dispute Resolu t ion
Robert M. Lawless, BS, JD , Earl F. elson
Professor of Law
Sylvia R . Lazos, BA , MA, JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Ilhy m1g Lee, BA, MA , JD, Associate Professor
of Law
James Levin, BA, JD , Associate Director,
Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution
Maria Pabon Lopez, 13A , JD, Lecturer in
Legal Resea rch and Writing
Michael A. Middleton, BA, JD, Deputy
Chancellor and Professo r of Law
Philip G. Peters, Jr., 13A , JD, Ruth L. Hulston
Professor of Law
Robert J. Pushaw, BA , JD, Earl F. Nelson
Professo r of Law
Richard C. Reu ben , BA, 13A , JD, JSM , JSD ,
Associate Professor of Law
Leonard L . Riskin, BS, JD, LLM, C.A. Leecly
Professor of Law and Director, Center fothe Study of Dispute Resolution
Jennifer K. Robben.nolc , BS , MA, JD, PhD,
Associate Professor of Law
Gregory Scott , BA , JD, Lecturer in Legal
Resea rch and Writing
Pamela Smith, BS nwgna cum fcwcle, MBA

with honors, JD nwgna cum Laude,
Associate Professo r of Law
Jean R . Sternlight, BA , JD, Jolrn D. Lawson
Professo r of Law
Rodney J. Uphoff, BA , JD, MS, Elwood L.
Thomas Missouri Endowed Professo r of
Law
Christina E. Wells, 13A, JD, Enoch N.
C rowder Professor of Law

Dale Whitman, BES, LLB, James E.
Ca mpbell Missouri Endowed Professor of
Law

THE EMERITUS FACULTY
usa n D. Csaky, AB, MA, MSLS, JD, Director
Emeritus of the Law Library and
Professo r Emeritus of Law
Frederick Davis, AB, LLB, LLM, Edward W.
Hinton Professor Emeritus of Law
Edward H. Hmwald Jr., AB, JD, Earl F.
elson and John D. Lawson Professor
Emeritus of Law
Henry T. Lowe, AB, JD, C.A. Leedy and Earl
F. elson Professor Emeritus of Law
Alfred S. Neely IV, AB, LLB, Edward W.
Hinton Professor Emeritus of Law
Grant S. Nelson, BA , JD, Earl F. Nelson and
Enoch H . Crowde r Professo r Emeritus of
Law
Jam es E. Westbrook, BA, JD, LLM , Earl F.
elson and James S. Rollins Professor
Emeritus of Law

THE ADJUNCT FACULTY
Hon. Duane Benton , BA , JD, MA , LLM, CPA,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Deborah Daniels, AB, BS , JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Sandra Davidson , BS , MAD, JD, PhD,
Professor of Journalism and Adjunct
Professor of Law
Steve Ferris, BA , MBA, PhD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Michael J. Grinfeld , BA , JD, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law
Bruce Harry, AB, MD, Adjunct Associate
Professo r of Law
Art Hinshaw, BA , JD, LLM, Assistant
Adjunct P~ofessor
Hon. Frank W. Koger, BA , LLB, LLM,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Missouri Solicitor General Jim Layton , BS,
JD, Adjunct Professo r of Law
Melinda K. Pendergraph , BA , JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Huyen Pham , AB, JD, Adjunct Assistant
Professo r of Law
Ray Phillips, BA , JD, LLM, Adjunct Professor
of Law
Henry R. Setser, Adjunct Professor of Law
Ronald E. Smull, BA , JD, Adjunct Professor
of Law
Bill Thompson , BS, JD, Adjunct Professor of
Law

THIS LIMITED, EDITION
PRINT CAN BE YOURS
Available exclusively to MU School
of Law alumni and friends, this limited
edition fine art print, drawn by noted
artist John Stoeckley, is hand signed and
numbered. Only 500 copies of these
prints are available and when the edition
is sold out no more will be made.
Created by special commission in
pen, ink and watercolor, this rendering
depicts Jesse Hall and all MU campus
buildings that have housed the Law
School over the past 125 years. Each
print comes with the artist's certificate
of authenticity and a reprint which
identifies each building in the collage, as
well as an artist bio.
Each print is tastefully triple mat,
ted and framed to 22" x 26" in a classic
cherry wood frame. You may choose to
customize your numbered print with a
I" x 3" brass plate inscribed with your
name and year of graduation . The brass
plate will be mounted inside the glass
and centered at the bottom of the mat.

You may select from the following mat choices:

D Putty w/Maroon and Hunter Green accents D Maroon w/Putty and Hunter Green accents
0 Check the box for a brass plate.PL E A_S E PRINT ALL INFORMAT ION
ame _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Class of _ _ __

SHIP TO :
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Hunter Green w/Putty and Maroon accents
Framed
limited,edition
print 1::9.95 each

179.95

Brass Plate (optional) $12.00
Shipping & Handling

12.75

(w/brass plate $204.70, we/brass plate $192.70)

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL
Allow 3,t+ weeks for delivery by UPS
Chechs /1ayable to: MU LAW SCHOOL FOUNDATION
Paym ent must be included with order form.

MU

SCHOOL OF LAW • UPCOM INg EVENTS
For more information about events please call (5 7 3) 884, 7833.

APRIL 23 ,25 , 2002

SATURDAY• MAY 18, 2002

FRIDAY• OCTOBER

MEDIATIO TRAINING (CLE)
Federal EmfJloyees Only
Robert A. Young Federal Building, St. Louis, Mo.

MAY COMMENCEMEN T
Jesse Hall, MU
1:00 pm

DISTINGU ISHED ALUM I LUNCH
featuring alumni who graduated 40 or
more years ago
Location TBA

FRIDAY• MAY 3, 2002

JUNE

CORPORATE LAW l STITUTE (CLE)
Co-sponsored by Lawyers Association
of Kans as City
Wyndham Gardens, Overland Park, Kan.

MEDIATION OF CIVIL CASES (CLE)
Hulston Hall , MU

ALL-CLASS RE
IO
with special recognition of classes ending in 2 and 7
Hulston Hall, MU

19,21 , 2002
JUNE 27,28 , 2002

I DIVIDUAL CLASS R EU IO S
for classes ending in 2 and 7
Locations TBA

FAMILY LAW M EDIATION TRAINING
(CLE)
St. Louis, Mo.

SATURDAY• OCTOBER

TECHNOLOGY O TRIAL (CLE)
Co-sfJonsored by Lawyers Association
of Kansa s City
Wyndham Gardens , Overland Park, Kan.
MAY

10-11, 2002

CRIMINAL LAW I NST IT UTE (CLE)
Hulston Hall , MU
MAY

14,16 , 2002

ADVOCACY I LABOR ARBITRATIO
(CLE)
Co-Spon so red by th e Federal Media lion and
Co nciliation Service
Marriott West, Sc. Louis, Mo.

University of Missouri-Columbia

SCHOOL OF LAW
Hu]ston Hall
Columbia, MO 6521 l

5-7, 2002

JUNE

THURSDAY• JUNE

20, 2002

B UILD! G YOUR SKILLS A D
YOUR CASE (CLE)
Co-sfJOn sored by Lawyers Association
of Kan sas City
Wyndham Gardens, Overland Park, Kan .

4, 2002

5, 2002

LAW D AY AWARDS CEREMONY
Hul scon Hall , MU
LAW D AY PICN IC
Hul ston Hall , MU
MISSOU RI VS. OKLAHOMA
FOOTBALL GAME
Memorial Stad ium , MU
For th e 1110:,;l c urrenl listing of events,
visit our 011li11e alu mni ca lendar al
H"ll'tv. /au m issou ri. eel u / a I u mn i /even t s.'
1
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